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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account.of, work sponsored by an agency of
the United States Government. Neither theUnited States Government nor
any agency thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty,
expressed or implied. or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
any third party's use, or the results of such use. of any information,
apparatus, product or process disclosed in this report or represents that
its use by such third party would not infringe privately owned rights.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT FOR REVIEW OF FORT ST. VRAIN
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION UPGRADE PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION.AND BACKGROUND

This Technical Evaluation Report,(TER) documents the results of work

performed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in providing a technical

evaluation of designated portions of the proposed Technical Specifications

,(TS)l.for the Fort St. Vran (FSV) Technical Specification Upgrade Program

(TSUP). This effort has been performed.under the direction of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and

has been coordinated with Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), which

has prime responsibility for providing NRC with an integrated TER thbt

documents the results of evaluations that are performed by both INEL and ORNL.

Therefore, the format of this TER will follow that developed in cooperation

with INEL and will contain all numbered sections to be included in the final

integrated TER except for the TS evaluation subsections in Section 3 which will

list only the ORNL contributions. The other sections and subsections to be

written by INEL will be appropriately identified as such in this TER. This

approach is being used to facilitate integration of the ORNL contributions Into

the final INEL integrated TER.

The ORNL contributions to the TSUP review and evaluation also include two

separate TERs 2 , 3 that have respectively addressed in detail (1) the equipment

.redundancy requirements for accommodating the Rapid Depressurization Accident

(RDA), or Design Basis Accident No. 2 (DBA-2), and (2) the acceptability of the

,TSUP proposals for accommodation of safety-related and important-to-safety

cooling functions. As used for FSV in the TSUP review of cooling functions.

important-to-safety refers to the use of equipment configurations that include

nonsafety-related equipment and that provide the preferred or primary success

path i.n responding to transients addressed in the FSV Updated Final Safety

Analysis Report (FSAR) 4 but that, in each case, are also redundantly and

diversely backed up by an alternate success path coiposed of seismically and

environmentally qualified safety-related. equipment. For the cooling functions

that are addressed in the TSUP, the operability of both the safety-related and

important-to-safety equipment (that is, equipment in both the primary and

' i i1
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backup success paths) is assured by TS requirements. The conclusions of the

ORNL'TERs that addressed these separate issues will be summarized briefly in

thi's" TER.

The TSUP Sections or individual TSUP Specifications that were designated

for ORNL review and evaluation include the following.

o Specification 2.1, Safety Limits

o Section 3/4.1, Reactivity Control Systems

o Section 3/4.2, Core Irradiation. Temperature and Flow Limits

o Specification 3/4.3.2.3, Seismic';Instrumentation

o Specification 3/4.3.2.4, Meteorological Instrumentation

o Specification 3/4.3.2.7. Power-to-Flow Ratio Instrumentation System

o Specification 3/4.3.2.8, Core Region Outlet Thermocouples

o Section 3/4.4, Primary Coolant System

o Section 3/4.5, Safe Shutdown Cooli|ng Systems

o, Section 3/4.6, PCRV and Confinement Systems; that is, all of this
s•ction except for Specifications 3/4.6.1.5, Steam Generator Interspace
Radiation Monitoring, and 3/4.6.5, Reactor Building Confinement

o Specification 3/4.7.1.1, Boiler Feed Pumps

o Specification 3/4.7.1.3, Pressure Relief Valves

o Specification 3/4.7.1.5, Safety Valves - Operating

o Specification '3/4.7.1.6, Safety Valves - Shutdown

o Specification 3/4.7.1.7, Condensate Pumps

o Specification 3/4.7.4,: Service Water

o Specification 3/4.7.5, Primary Coolant Depressurization

o Specification 3/4.7.6.1, Spray and/or Sprinkler System

o Specification 3/4.7.7, Fire Rated Barriers

o Specification 3/4.10.1, Xenon Stability

In addition, this TER provides an alternatively worded. evaluation for

Specification 5.3.4, Reload Segment Des'ign, since this specification is

.essentially a Leformatting of the basis summary statement from an original FSV

.- ,specification that has been upgraded in, Section 3/4.1, Reactivity Control

Systems. The subject specification represents an area of overlap in the ORNL

and INEL evaluations.
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1.1. Chronology of Major Steps in the Technical Evaluation Process

This section is being written by' INEL.

1.2 Concerns of 1984 Assessment Report

This section is being written by INEL.

1.3 Ground Rules for Technical Specification Upgrade Program (TSUP)

This section is being written by.INEL.

, 1.4 Redirection of Technical SDecification Upgrade Program

This section is beirg wri'te, by INEL.

* 1.5 Highlights of Meetings and Corresoondence on the TSUP

* This section is being written by, INEL.

1.6 Status of Out-of-ScoDe Items

* [The July 1. 1988, draft by INEL of the introductory paragraph is

rewritten as follows.]

Several TS items or issues haveibeen classified to be outside the TSUP

scope (Appendix A). These items or issues fall into two categories:

i), On- going or parallel efforts 'ýthat have defined goals that will be

incorporated into or otherwise modify the upgraded TS but as a separate

final disposition..

S-ii) Issues or items that have been identified during the TSUP review and

evaluation but that have been declared to be subject to potential

future requests for additional. information or to other action that is

t: yet to be determined.

:.,ýThe areas that are being addressed in the first category of activities

,, include: 1) plant protective system setpoints, 2) compliance with Generic

Letters 83-36 and 83-37, 3) LCO 4.1.9, 4) Appendix R considerations on fire

protectlion, and 5) the inservice inspection plan. Although these other issues

I "
IL
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involve changes to the TS, their evaluation is not restricted by -the ground

rul e s -agreed to (see Section 1.3 of this.report) for the TSUP. Therefore, even

though these other areas involve TS changes, they are being pursued outside of

but in parallel with the TSUP. In some cases, for example the Generic Letters

83-:36 and 83-37 issues, the evaluation has been pursued in concert with the TS

changes and upgrade material of the TSUP but the ground rules for the

evaluation have been separate from the TSUP. Final disposition of these other

areas will be separate from the TSUP. These other areas are only being

described briefly here to clarify, that they are not part of the TSUP and are

*being pursued under separate tasks.' A summary status of each of these parallel

efforts is given below.

'The second category of out-of-scope items were generated in response to

NRC review comments. These out-of-scope items are the Category F comments that

were alluded to in Section 1.3 as being determined to be outside the ground

rules of the TSUP but with further discussion possible. As indicated in

Section .1.3, 50 comments were designated as being Category F from among the

initlial set of NRC comments on the TSUP final draft. Another 20 comments have

been similarly designated from the review of other TS in efforts parallel to

TSUP for a total of 70 Category F comments. The Category F comments were

basically of two types. Most of these comments relate to the licensing bases

for the existing TS either being unclear as g yen in the FSAR or being absent

from both the FSAR and other referenceable design documentation. The other

.comments in the Category F classification relate to recent operating experience

.that is judged not to require the addition of TS at this time but may require

rieconsideration pending further experience and review. With regard to the

first type of Category F comments, the 'scope of the TSUP did not.specifically

.address the possibility that, when a co'mprehensive review of the .FSAR and other

design and licensing documientation is performed to establish completeness of

the proposed TS, the result might be that some of the existing carryover TS

would be found to lack an adequately documented licensing basis. Thus, the

potential need for further FSAR revisions, which might involve additional

analysis, was found to be beyond the 'intended scope of the TSUP. A summary of

' p'iim-ary issues relating to the clarity and existence of the TS licensing bases

is given below.



1.6.1 Plan- Protective System Setnoints.

This section is to be written by INEL.

1.6.2 Generic Letters 83-36 and 83-37

This section is to be written by INEL.

1.6.3 LCO 4.1.9.

This section is to be written

1.6.4, Anpendix R. Fire Protection

This section is to be written

by INEL.

by INEL.

1.6.5 Inservice InsDection

This section is to be written by INEL.

1.6.6 Category F Comments Relating to Technic

During the TSUP review, 70 comments were

designated as Category F, that is, defined as

possible (but not in the scope of the TSUP).

comments relates to the lack of clarity in or

bases in the FSAR as required to support the e

50.34(a)(5) and (b), 50.36(b), and 50.71(e).

the TSUP scope (P-3, P-11, N-2, and N74) that

completeness, and accuracy of the upgraded TS

other documentation forming the licensing and

that the reviewer comments that relate to the

al Specification Bases

generated and subsequently

indicating further discussion

The majority of these Category F

absence of the detailed licensing

xisting TS per 10 CFR Parts

Although there were four items in

relate to assuring the clarity,

compared against the FSAR and

technical basis, the. NRC judged

clarity, completeness, and

accuracy of the bases of carryover Specifications are out-of-scope so as to

facilitate completion of the TSUP in a timely manner. Thus, for purposes of

the TSUP, the upgrading of the existingTS bases was restricted to format and

structural issues of the "summary statement of the base~s or reasons• for such

specifications" as required per 10 CFR Part 50.36(a) and was interpreted not to

apply to the more substantive documentation requirements for the FSAR..

The issue of clarity, completeness, and accuracy of the detailed bases for
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the. carryover Specifications stems from:the TSUP-chartered review of two

sources: namely, (1) the applicant's safety analyses supporting TS in the

original FSV operating license that was approved by the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission (AEC) and (2) the licensee's safety analyses for subsequent license

amendments that have been approved by either the AEC or the NRC. Both sources

should be documented in the current Updated FSAR..

- TS Carryover from Orizinal FSV License. First, with regard to safety

analysis deriving from the original FSAR and FSAR amendments,'it is pertinenit

to recall that FSV licensing reviews.for'the construction permit and operating

license were conducted during a periodý.of time between 1966 and 1973 in which

the current requirements for the correlation of TS with detailed analysis and

evaluation in the FSAR were being formulat'ed and initially applied!,to plant

licensing by the AEC. As initially proposed in August 1966 (Ref. 5) and

finally promulgated in December 1968 (Ref. 6), all applicants for plant

licenses that were issued a construction permit prior to January 16, 1969, were

given the choice of producing TS under the 1962 rule7 or under the 1968 rule. 6

As indicated by the, initially proposed FSV TS in Attachment F to Amendment No.

15 of the FSV Preliminary Safety Analysi's Report (PSAR), 8 the applicant for FSV

elected to comply with the 1968 rule per the provisions of 10 CFR Part

50.36(d)(2) as instituted in the 1968. rule change.

Per 10 CFR Part 50.34(a)(5) of the 1968 rule change, the applicant at FSV

was exempted from updating the PSAR supporting the application for' the

construction permit. Under. the 1968 rule, new PSARs were to provide "an

1identification and justification for the selection of those variables,

conditions, or other items which are determined as the result of preliminary

safety analysis and evaluation to be probable subjects of technical

specifications for the facility."

In electing to comply with the provisions of 10 CFR Part 50.36(d)(2) with

regard to adhering to the 1968. rule on TS, the applicant for FSV was obligated

to comply with the 1968 issuance of 10 CFR Parts 50.36(b) ard 50.34(b), (1)

through (6), as interpreted from the AEC statements of considerations that

accompanied the announcement of the 1968 rule changes.6 However, the AEC

review of the FSV operating license application did not specifically require

the applicant for FSV to provide the additional information required by the

I .01



.cited regulations as evidenced by the;AEC'.s findings in Section 7.0 and

elsewhere of the 1972 Safety Evaluation., 9 This situation occurred because the

docket record indicates that the AEC sta-ff required substantial changes to the

initially proposed TS 8 , and thus the AEC staff is judged to have viewed the

final TS proposal and approval as being subject to the statement in 1OCFR Part

50.36(b) that stipulates that "the Commission may include such additional

technical specifications as the Commission finds appropriate." This provision

implies discretionary prerogatives on the part of the Commission with regard to

the TS, and such prerogatives were more generally and freely-interpreted during

the earlier periods of plant licensing than is currently the case.. Also, as

evidenced in the wording of the AEC's safety evaluations of FSV. the AEC

licensing staff recognized the enhanced inherent safety features of the FSV

ceramic core, the coated fuel particles, and the prestressed concrete reactor

vessel (PCRV).

Nevertheless, per 10 CFR Part 50.34(b) and consistent with the AEC

statement of considerations accompanying the 1968 rule change, the applicant

for FSV was to provide information in the FSAR to support the approval of the

operating license and to include such TS items [that is, as identified in Part

50.36(c)] as: (1) the facility "design bases [defined per Part 50".2(u) in the

1968 regulation] and the limits on its operation." (2) "surveillance and

periodic testing of structures, systems, and components," (3) "a description

and analysis of structures, systems, and components of the facility.. .to show

that safety functions will be accomplished... [and] ... sufficient to permit

understanding of system designs and their relationship to safety evaluations"

[that is, interpreted to include primary success paths, assumed initial

conditions for transients and accidents, and the final information on design

features'as required in the PSAR per Part 50.34(a)(3)(iii) to satisfy Part

50.36(b) and (c)(4)], and (4) "managerial and administrative controls." Also,

per 10 CFR Part 50.36(b) and consistent with the AEC statement of"'

considerations, the "analyses and evaluation include'd in the" FSAR and FSAR

amendments for deriving TS and supporting approval of the operating license

are to be substantial enough to provide the final "identification and

justification for the selection of those variables, conditions, or other items

which are determined as the riesult of... [final] safety analysis and evaluation
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to be ... subjects of technical specifications for the facility" as required in

the PSAR per Part 50.34(a)(5)ý. These interpretations of the 1968 regulations

are consistent with the accompanying AEC statement of considerations that

indicated that "the analysis and evaluation of the facility under [Section]

50.34 must provide (1) the necessary information from which

technical specifications will be derived, and (2) the detailed bases for the

specifications derived."

In addition to announcing the 1968-final rule changes, the AEC issued

guidelines for the content of TS1 0 and for the organization and content of

safety analysis reports. 1 1  The guidelines for safety analysis reports were

initially announced concurrent with the 1966-proposed rule changes. and the

applicant for FSV adhered to the organization guidelines in both the PSAR and

FSAR submittals. The guidelines for content of TS also provided guidelines for

the level of detail expected in the safety analysis report documentation of

bases for TS (see pp. 11 and&'126, Ref. 10). However, contrary to the regulatory

requirements discussed above as well as. to the regulatory guidelines for

contents of the safety analysis reports as applicable at the time of FSV

licensing, the applicant for FSV did not provide detailed documentation in the

FSAR for the basis of every technical specification that was proposed and

approved in the initial FSV license. As indicated above, this situation is

judged to exist because of the AEC staff interpretation of the Commission's

prerogatives that are implied to be discretionary per the last sentence in

10CFR Part 50.36(b). Although the cited regulations, statements of

considerations, and guidelines promulgated by the AEC were reasonably explicit,

it must be recognized that the FSV FSAR both was written and submitted by the

applicant and was reviewed substantiallyby the AEC prior to the issuance of

more detailed guidance as contained in (I) the November 1970 issuance 3f the

'"Safety Guide" series, (2) the February 1971 issuance of the current general

design criteria (GDC),. (3) the November 1971 issuance of the "Information

Guide" series. (4) the November 1972. combining of the Safety and Information

Guides into the Regulatory Guide series and the concurrent issuance of revised

format and content guidance for safety analysis reports, and (5) the subsequent

development of the standard review plans th'at are based on using the 1971 set

of GDC and the Regulatory Guides to derive acceptance criteria for plant

:, J
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licensing. Because of the nascent stage 4of the licensing process under which

,the original FSV FSAR and TS were reviewed and given the acceptance and

approval of the affected existing TS by the AEC's 1972 Safety Evaluation, the

provisions of 10CFR Part 50.100 are judged not to be applicable to the Category

F comments on the affected TS.

TS Carryover from Subsequent Amendments. Second, since the issuance of

the FSV operating license. 59 amendments have been issued for that license.

During the TSUP review, certain technical specifications modified by or

originated in those amendments were also found to lack a documented basis in

the FSv FSAR. Per the NRC statements of-considerations accompanying the

proposed and final rule changes affecting 10 CFR Part 50.71(e) (Refs. 12 and

13). the safety analyses and evaluation performed by the licensee to support

license amendments are to be documented in the Updated FSAR. but no new

analyses are to be required. In several cases for the FSV TS, referenceable

documentation of the safety analyses supporting license amendments could not be

found, so it is unclear as to whether a, ",new analysis" is at issue per the

intent of the NRC statements of considerations or whether, for the',affected TS,

the AEC or the NRC staff made similar interpretations of the Commission's

prerogatives that are implied to be discretionary per the last sentence in

10CFR Part 50.36(b).

TS Information Needs. As indicated previously,.the NRC staffioverseeing

the TSUP directed that the need for FSAR updating as identified in the Category

F comments was beyond the viable scope of the TSUP and that such information

needs may be addressed in the future as potential requests for additional

information. Current operating experience at FSV indicates that the plant is

operating safely, and the larger thermal margins and longer thermal response

times inherent in the FSV ceramic core as compared to light water reactors

provides confidence that the TSUP can be completed and the upgraded TS

implemented without requiring prior resolution of the Category F commenits. The

upgraded specifications that lack *a detailed, quality-assured, documented

licensing basis in the FSAR or elsewhere are listed as follows with a summary

statement of the needed additional information: *1

o Specification 2.1.1, Reactor Core Safety Limit, with respect to
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verification of assumed axialpower distributions as a function of long

term burnup effects. (The FSAR does not contain a description either

of the analytical methods used for. FSV nuclear design or of the

experimental basis for the verification of those methods as expected

per the guidelines of Section III.B(2)(b)l of Ref. 11 and per the

guidelines of Ref. 10 for detailed analysis and evaluation of TS bases.

This situation applies to all specifications relating to nuclear design

parameters, analyses, and assumptions as evaluated by ORNL.)

o Specification 3.0.5, Limiting Conditions for Operation, with respect

to detailed documentation of -theIexperimental verification of the

accuracy of the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature calculation although

the conservatism of this calculation is judged to be adequate.

o Specification 3/4.1.3. Shutdown Margin, with respect to the SHUTDOWN

MARGIN assessment methodology for the initial and reload cycles as

verified and applied in the determinations for meeting surveillance

requirements. ,

o Specification 3/4.1.4.1, Control Rod Pair Position and Worth

Requirements, with respect to control rod worth calculationvs and

* calculational methods for the 'initial and reload cycles.

o Specification 3/4.1.5, Reactivity Change with Temperature,.with

respect to calculations of and calculational methods for the

temperature coefficient of reactivity in the initial and reload cycles,

. particularly, as affecting the use of such calculations to extrapolate

beginning-of-cycle surveillance results to end-of-cycle core

conditions.

o Specification 3/4.1.7, Reactivity Status, with respect to methods and

* data used in the generation, application and verification'of the base

reactivity curve to assess potential loss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

o Specification 3/4.2.3, Comparison Regions, with respect to the exact

methodology for inferring "measured region peaking factors" and to the

verification of calculations and calculational models used for

generating the "calculated region peaking factors" that are used in the

surveillances.

o Specification 3/4.2.1, Core Irradiation, with respect to the lack of



the documented basis for correlating FSAR Chapter 3 burnup limits (used

in the specification) to the fluence and FIMA limits quoted in FSAR

Section 3.8.1.2 and Appendix A.2. (This correlation should be

clarified.)

o Specification 3/4.4.1, Primary-Coolant Loops and Coolant Circulation,

with respect to detailed quantitative analysis and evaluation of the

alternate mechanisms for ensuring forced circulation cooling of the

reactor and for which qualitative credit is taken in FSAR Sections 6.3

and 10.3 and FSAR Appendices C.41, C.44, C.46, and C.47 (for example,

use of the auxiliary boiler feed pumps for backup supply of emergency

'condensate).

o Section 3/4.5, Safe Shutdown Cooling Systems, with respect to secondary

coolant flow predictions that are based on a collection of inadequately

documented, contractor-generated, project-quality calculational models

with no known documented verification against experimental data.

(There is a lack of licensee-controlled, production-quality methods and

models with detailed documentation and verification for secondary

coolant flow for safe shutdown cooling..)

.'o .Specification 3/4.6.1.4, PCRV Closure Leakage, with respect, to the

.,expected leakage rates given, in the FSAR being based on an incorrect

i extrapolation methodology to PCRV operating pressures using leak test

'data from weld inspections at .near atmospheric pressure. (These should

be clarified but arenot expected to be safety significant.)

o Specification 3/4.10.1, Xenon Stability, with respect to calculational

methods and their verification/validation and with respect to the

applicability of Regulatory Guide 1.68 (Ref. 14) to establishing

"acceptance criteria for startup testing.I.¶jI ,.

o Specification 5.3.4, Reload Segment Design, with respect to

calculational methods and their verification/validation.

o Specifization 5.4.1, Criticalitv (Fuel Storage), with respect to

calculational methods and their verification/validation.

Rationale for Accepting TS. As discussed in the evaluation of the above-

listed specificationis as given in Section 3 of this TER, the implementation of
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specifications that utilize or rely upon, nuclear design calculations that are

not described and verified in the FSAR is subject to review, audit, and, in

some,.cases, approval by the FSV Nuclear.?Facility Safety Committee (NFSC) under

the provisions of TS Administrative Controls (ACs). Pending an NRC formal

re- test for additional information to assure the adequacy of undocumented or

inadequately documented TS bases per the requirements for detailed analysis and

evaluation under 1OCFR Parts 50.34(a)(5) and (b), 50.36(b), and 50.71(e), the

NFSC activity per the upgraded TS is judged to be acceptable for assuring both

quality in design control per: Part 50, Appendix B, and adequate record keeping

per Parts 50.59(b)(3) and 50.71(a) and also to be subject to inspeclion per

Part 50.70(a). In addition to the larger thermol margins and longer thermal

response times inherent in. ensuring the safety of the FSV ceramic core,

.compliance with the latter regulations governing NFSC activity is judged to be

an additional basis for accepting, at this time, the upgraded specifications

that lack a clearly documented licensing basis; however, in the interim, it is

also judged that NRC should ensure that the NFSC reviews, audits, and bases for

approval, adhere to the intent of the NRC and industry guidelines in Refs. 14

through 18 for good engineering practice in core reload design.

2. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

2.1. Summary of Methodology

This section is being written by INEL. K.

2.1.1 New Versus Old Mode Definitions

This section is being written by INEL.

21.1.2 760 0 F Calculated Bulk Core Temperature Concept

This section is being written by INEL.

2.1.3 Reviews Done of FSAR Revisions

This section is being written by INEL.

2.1.4 Relationship of TSUI' to TS Improvement Project

I I,
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This section is being written by INEL.

2.1.5 Safety Related Cooling Functions

The cooling function technicai specifications have been reviewed in a

separate TER3 prepared by ORNL. The acceptability of the proposed upgraded

Technical Specifications for the, FSV cooling functions is established using a

methodology that is described :in detail in. the ORNL TER. Previous effort by

the NRC staff had emphasized establishing the acceptability of the proposed

upgraded Specifications based solely on'showing the consistency of the proposed

revisions with the FSV FSAR and with the existing FSV Specifications while

using the Westinghouse Standard Technical' Specifications (W-STS, Ref. 19) as

general guidance especially with regard toformat. However, the comprehensive

review and evaluation methodology implemented by ORNL uses the W-STS to

establish a, ,re logical and focused framework for assessing and evaluating the

completeness and adequacy of the proposed FSV Specifications. The need for

focus is necessitated in part.because the FSV FSAR (the licensing basis from

which *the TS are drawn) often lacks precision and clarity as to the functional

significance of structures, systems, and components (SSCs) that perform cooling

functions. This is because the original FSAR was written under early (1966)

emerging'guidelines for content. As discussed in Section 1.6.6 of this TER,

the early guidelines portend but do not .specifically reflect the level of

consistency currently required between TS and the supporting safety analysis

report. Thus, the W-STS has been used as.a guide first to identify generic

cooling functions and then to assess and evaluate how the FSV FSAR has

addressed each function and whether the proposed FSV Specifications are

consistent with the licensing basis in. the FSV FSAR. As discussed in, Sections

2 and 3 of the OR.NL TER, the ORNL methodology is judged to be consistent with

the intent and objectives reflected in the AEC's statements of considerations

that accompanied the rulemaking for the regulations that governed the initial

FSV licensing and the development of the existing FSV Specifications. However,

as also discussed, the ORNL methodology executes the assessment using current

regu.latory guidelines while recognizing that the FSV license was, in most

cases, formulated and approved prior to, the development and implementation of

the most current applicable'regulations and regulatory guidelines. Key steps
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,in the ORNL methodology are listed as follows:

o ,Identify a set of generic cooling functions that are cited as being

important-to-safety in the General Design Criteria (GDC) for Nuclear

Power Plants per Appendix A, Part 50 to Title 10 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (that is, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A).

o Correlate the list of generic cooling functions with both:

o the W-STS coverage of light water reactor (LWR) SSCs that are

required to effect the generic cooling functions, and

!o the acceptance criteria for LIR SSCs that- perform such cooling

functions as discussed in the LWR Standard Review Plan (SRP, Ref.

20).

0 Using the correlated list of generic cooling functions that are

implemented in the W-STS, identify the proposed FSV Specifications that'

_address the same cooling functions.

o Identify the similarities and the differences between the FSV

Specifications and W-STS functional requirements including breadth and

depth of coverage.

o Establish the technical and licensing basis for differences between the

FSV Specifications and W-STS based on the FSV FSAR.

o Review the FSV FSAR against both the existing and the proposed FSV TS

to identify the licensing basis for unique specifications and the need

for additional cooling function specifications due to unique

functional requirements at FSV.

o Compare and review both the existing and the proposed FSV TS to assure

completeness and-correctness..

Results of the ORNL evaluation are summarized in Section 3 of this TER

with regard to each specification that addresses a cooling function. A

,detailed evaluation of the cooling function specifications is provided in

Section 4 of the separate OE(NL TER (Ref. 3).

2.1.6 Reevaluation of Design Basis Accident No. 2 (Rapid Depressurization)

A separate TER2 has been prepared by ORNL reviewing the acceptability of
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mhelium circulator redundancy requirements,to accommodate the Rapid

Depqressurization Accident (RDA) at FSV.- This section summarizes, the nature of

the problem addressed and conclusions reached in the ORNL TER.

For a loss of normal shutdown cooling at FSV, the FSV reactor is assumed

to remain pressurized with redundant trains of the seismically and

environmentally qualified Safe Shutdown Cooling System available to restore

.forced circulation cooling. For the Safe Shutdown Cooling System, the proposed

upgrade of the FSV TS requires no~more than one of the two helium circulators

'in each of the two primary cooling loops to be OPERABLE on water turbine drive

when the, reactor is operating above 5%,.,of rated thermal power or has

significant levels of decay heat as determined by the magnitude (>760 0 F) of the

Calculated Bulk Core Temperature. The Economizer-Evaporator Superheater (EES)

section of each of the two steam generators is also required to be: OPERABLE

under the same conditions so that two OPERABLE cooling loops exist each

consisting of at least one OPERABLE helium circulator and one OPERABLE EES

Section.: These requirements assure minimum redundancy in the

structures and components of the Safe Shutdown Cooling System that interface

with the primary coolant. i

However, to assure adequate core cooling following a RDA, which is

described in FSAR Section 14.11 as the Design Basis Accident No. 2 (or DBA-2),

analysis has shown that two helium circulators operating at a speed of 8000 rpm

are required to prevent fuel damage in the depressurized core following

prolonged operation of the reactor at 105% of rated thermal power.- If reactor-

generated steam is not available to drive the helium circulators, achieving

'8000 rpm on two circulators requires the use of high pressure feedwater that is

provided by at least one boiler feed pump, two of which must be OPERABLE at all

times per the existing and proposed upgraded Technical Specifications., The

boiler feedpumps and supporting equipment such as the condenser and condensate

pumps are normally operating equipment that are not part of the Safe Shutdown

.Cooling System. As described in FSAR, Section 14.11.2.2, no fuel damage is

predicted to occur as long as feedwater drive of two helium circulators can be

initiated within 60 minutes of the reactor depressurization and assuming no

0016r cooling takes place within that time. The licensee for FSV presented an

analysis (Attachment No. 1 to Ref. 21). to support a position that the
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occurrence frequency for a RDA is sufficiently low (>10.9 per reactor-year) as

to be incredible so that TS are not needed to require both helium circulators

in each loop to be OPERABLE on water turbine drive.

The ORNL TER addresses the adequacy of the Fort St. Vrain design to

provide forced cooling in the event of a RDA or RDA-equivalent event. The

subject TER also documents a review of the occurrence frequency for a RDA and

concludes that the frequency of the event could be as high as 3 x 10-5 per

reactor-year instead of 10.9 per reactor-year as concluded by the licensee in

Attachment No. 1 to Ref 21. This higher estimate was derived by applying to

the integrity of the FSV PCRV penetrati•on closures the same rigorous logic that

has been used by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to derive PWR

vessel rupture probabilities in 1974 as documented in the Reactor Safety Study

(WASH-1400) and by the United Kingdom's Central.Electricity Generating Board in

reviewing the basis for judging pressurized water reactor vessel integrity in

the Sizewell-B Inquiry. Although the estimate of the occurrence frequency for

tih~e RDA was projected to be possibly much higher than predicted by the

licensee, the frequency of core damage at FSV given that a RDA occurs is

further e'stimated to be 2.5 x 10-3 per event based on analysis performed by

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) under contract to ORNL

and documented in Attachment 1 to the ORNL TER. Thus, the occurrence frequency

for core damage due to a RDA or equivalent event is estimated to be about 7.5 x

10"8 per reactor-year.

Since core damage due to the RDA is a low probability event but the

equipment employed to accommodate the RDA is not seismically and

environmentally qualified, the consequences of having to rely on Class I

equipment is also addressed in the ORNL TER. As documented in FSAR Appendix

D.4, previous analyses have shown that for extended FSV operation at 35% power,

there would be no significant fuel damage expected for a complete loss of

forced cooling accident given the operation of redundant Class I Systems. In

this case, the cooldown is due entirely to heat losses to one train of the PCRV

liner cooling system (LCS), which is Class I and can be cooled by either of two

diverse and redundant Class I svstems,.(service water or firewater).

Considering that the current 82% limitation on FSV operating power level would

reduce the cooling needed to prevent fuel damage as compared to the 105% power
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FSAR case, an independent ORNL analysis.was made of the. potential for core

damage for intermediate scenarios for equilibrium operation between 35% and

lO5%,of rated reactor power. In the case.considered in the ORNL TER, only one

seismically and environmentally qualified circulator with a Class 1E driver

(boosted firewater) is assumed to be available for the cooldown of the

depressurized reactor. This is a highly reliable system not dependent on

offsite power. Thus, relying only on a single train of the Class I equipment,

it was determined that there would be very little fuel damage (about 1%)

expected for the RDA occurring for <82% power scenarios.

-Based on the ORNL TER, the redundancy requirements for the helium

circulator on water turbine drive were judged to be acceptable as provided in

the proposed TS for the Safe Shutdown Cooling System. The operability of both

helium circulators in the same loop on water drive is not required in the

upgraded TS to accommodate the potential for a RDA. The RDA was determined to

be a low probability event that can be redundantly and diversely accommodated

by the Safe Shutdown Cooling System with acceptable dose consequences under the

current FSV power restrictions.

2.1.7 Electrical Section Review

-This section is being written by INEL.

2.2 Generic Evaluation

This section is being written by INEL.

2.2.1 Sv'ecification Carryovers From Existing TS

'This section is being written by I'EL.

2.2.2 Specifications Adapted From STS

This section is being written by INEL.

,2.2.3 Specifications Having Additional Safety Analysis/Justification

J, -;%,This section is being written by .INEL.

2.2.4 Specifications Affected by Conversion of Interim Amendments to TSUP
Format
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Most of this section is being written'by INEL. The following :amendments

are evaluated by. ORNL as discussed herein.

Amendment No.: 49

Current Technical Specification: LCO 4.9.3

TSUP Specification: 3/4.10.1

Description: Added Xenon Stability Testing.

TSUP Impact: Slight wording changes.weremade to Specification 3/4.10.1 as it
appeared in the November 1985 draft. In addition. AC 6.5.2.9.d
was added to denote NFSC approval authority for the engineering
evaluation of expected power perturbations during the test.

mendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.8

TSUP Specification: SR 4.5.2.1

Description: a. Operate Normal Bearing Water Makeup Pump in recycle mode once
per 92 days.

b. Perform functional tests of Emergency Bearing Water Makeup
Pump every 92 days.

c. Perform functional tests of Bearing Water Pumps and controls
at each shutdown, and calibrate instruments annually.

The amendment is reflected in Specifications SR 4.5.2.1.a and SR
4.5.2.1.c. The instrumentation calibrations have not~been
included since, consistent with the W-STS definition of OPERABLE,
the operability of attendant instrumentation is to be ensured via
an administratively controlled calibration program.

TSUP Impact:

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.9

TSUP Specification: SR 4.5.2.1

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform functional tests of bearing water accumulators and
controls every :92 days, and calibrate annually.

The amendment is reflected in Specificat'on SR 4.5.2.1.a.1 except
that, consistent with the W-STS definition of OPERABLE, the

ii !r "'

I .d
b
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operability of attendant-instrumentation and controls is to be
ensured via an administratively controlled calibration program,

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.-2.10

TSUP Specification: SR 4.5.5.1

Description: Verify each fire pump develops at least 1425 gpm at a discharge
pressure no less than 119 psig.

TSUP Impact: The amendment is reflected in Specification SR 4.5.5.1.d.2.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.16

TSUP Specification: SR 4.6.4.3

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform leak tests of helium purification cooler well closures
once per Refueling cycle, and test/calibrate associated
instrumentation.

The amendment, including leak detection instrumentation,. is
reflected in Specification SR 4.6.4.3.d.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.21

TSUP Specifications: SR 4.5.5, SR 4.6.2.1, SR 4.8.4

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Il

Perform testing of valves and transfer switches that must be
manually positioned for actuation of the ACM mode of operation.

ACM loads are addressed in Specification SR 4.8.4.e.2, and this
surveillance will test the manual transfer switches but at a
reduced frequency consistent with ACM operability testing. The
testing of ACM valves will be addressed in the administrative
controls for Safe Shutdown Cooling Valves (of which the ACM
valves are a subset) that will be implemented under
Specifications SR 4.5.5 .and SR 4.6.2.1 as appropriate. PSC has
provided a list of the Safe.. Shutdown Cooling Valves correlated
with the TSUP surveillances for those valves that will be under
administrative controls.

b!
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'Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification:

TSUP Specification: SR 4.5.5'

SR 5.2.24.b

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform monthly functional tests of circulating water makeup
pumps and controls, annual performance/mechanical condition test,
and annual calibration of instruments.

The monthly test is included in Specification SR 4.5.5.1.b.2,
except that instruments and controls are addressed via
administrative controls consistent with the W-STS definition of
OPERABLE.

The annual performance test and condition monitoring is included
in Specification SR 4..5.1.c.2.

Amendment No. : 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.24.d

TSUP Specification: SR 4.5.5 -

Description: Verify alignment and settlement of the circulating water makeup
pond embankments once per 5 years.

TSUP.Impact: This amendment is reflected. in Specification SR 4.5.5.1.e.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.24.e

TSUP Specification: SR 4.7.4

Description: Perform monthly functional tests on each service water pump and
associated controls. Verify performance/mechanical condition
annually and calibrate instruments.

TSUP Impact: This amendment
SR 4.7.4.1.c.
administrative
OPERABLE.

is reflected in Specifications SR 4.7.4.1.b.2 and
Instrumentation is to be addressed via
controls consistent with the W-STS definition of

Amendment No.: 51

CurrentTechnical Specification: SR 5.2.24.f

J

"I : I- ' j:
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TSUP Specification: SR 4.6.2.1

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform monthly functional tests on each reactor plant cooling
water pump and controls.- Annually verify performance and
mechanical condition and.calibrate instruments.

This amendment is reflectedin Specifications SR 4.6.2.1.b.2 and
SR 4.6.2.1.c. Instrumentation and controls are to be addressed
via administrative controls consistent with the W-STS definition
of OPERABLE.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2'.24.g

TSUP Specification: SR 4.7.5

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform monthly functional tests of each purification cooling
water pump and controls. Annually verify performance and
calibrate instrumentation.

This amendment is reflected in Specifications SR 4.7.5.b and SR
4.7.5.c except that the operability of instrumentation and
controls is to be ensured via administrative controls consistent
with the W-STS definition ofOPERABLE.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.2.24.h

TSUP Specification: LCO/SR 3/4.6.4.3

Description: Perform testing of valve.s that. are used for automatic isolation
of purification cooling water system and reactor plant cooling
water system to assure confinement integrity of PCRV interfacing
structures (cooling tubes).

TSUP Impact: This amendment, which has been expanded to include a limiting
condition for operation on PCRV integrity in terms of assuring
confinement integrity afforded in interfacing structures, is
reflected in Specifications LCO 3.6.4.3.b, SR 4.6.4.3.b, and SR
4.6.4.3.c.

Amendment No.: 51

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.3.4

TSUP Specifications: SR 4.5.1, SR 4.5.2, SR 4.5.3, SR 4.5.4, SR 4.5.5, SR

ili, •'"
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4.7.8

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Amnnmnor. Mn

Test Safe Shutdown Cooling Valves.

Consistent with the W-STS treatment of manual valves, the
operability of manually actuated valves will be demonstrated via
administrative controls for the associated systems. PSC has
provided a correlation of the manual valves with the implementing
surveillance. Safe Shutdown Cooling Valves actuated
automatically by SLRDIS will be demonstrated operable via SR
4.7.8.

€, 1" ' .,

Current Technical Specification: SR 5.4.5

TSUP Specification: SR 4.6.2.1

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Perform functional check of the PCRV cooling system flow scanner,
alarms, and flowmeters.

None. The provisions of SR 4.6.2.1 have been accepted as
demonstrating an adequate basis for assuring PCRV liner cooling
tube flow without reliance on the flow scanner.

Amendment No.: 55

Current .Technical Specification: LCO 4.3.1

TaSUP Specification: LCO/SR 3/4.5.3.

Description: Deleted the reheater section of each steam generator from Safe
Shutdown Cooling Equipment.

TSUP Impact: This amendment is reflected in Specification LCO/SR 3/4.5.3.

Amendment No.: 57

,Current Technical Specifications:
. . .< ,,: .

LCO 4.0.4, LCO 4.1.9, SR 5.1.8

TSUP Specifications: LCO 3.0.5, LCO/SR 3/4.2.4

Description:

TSUP Impact:

Revised minimum helium flow requirements as a
concept of Calculated Bulk Core Temperature.

function of the new
.!I :

This amendment. is reflected in Specifications LCO 3.0.5 and
LCO/SR 3/4.2.4 but is also, expanded to use the Calculated Bulk
Core Temperature to demarcate the transition in redundancy

I,
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requirements for safety-related and important-to-safety
equipment.

2.3 Plant Specific Technical Specifications Evaluation Methodology

This section Is being written by INEL.

3. EVALUATIONS

The introduction to this section is being written by INEL.

2. SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.1 Safety Limits

2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety Limit. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) Although SL 2.1.1 is a carryover from existing Specification

3.1, the formulation of the safety limit has been modified (1) to be consistent

with the manner in which the margin to the safety limit is tracked b y plant

personne-l and (2) to place the required operator responses to transient-

induced core power-to-flow imbalances in an LCO rather than in the'safety limit

specification. The latter modification is consistent with the format and

structure of the STS and enhances the clarity of the safety limit itself as

compared to the existing Specification that does not adequately distinguish the

safety limit on the integral effects of single or multiple transients from the

required operator response to deviations in observed plant parameters during a

s pecific transient. The new separate Specification, LCO/SR 3/4.2.6, combines

the .implied limiting condition for operation that was included in existing SL

3.1 'and the surveillance requirements for establishing the safety limit margin

as given in existing Specification SR 5.1.6.

The thrust of the safety limit is to assure that fuel particles in

each segment of fuel do not experience in a single transient or in multiple

transients a limiting combination of high temperatures and prolonged positive

(.thermal gradients (heat fluxes) that can, be induced by core power-.to-flow

imbalances. If the core power-to-flow imbalance is large and lasts for too

long a period of time, fuel element heat fluxes may be of sufficient magnitude
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and,ýof sufficient integral time duration. to cause the fuel kernel, inside the

fuel particle coating to migrate along: the direction of the thermal *gradient

and through both the inner carbon buffer coating and the inner pyrolytic carbon

shell surrounding the fuel kernel. Migration of the kernel through the first

two coating layers of the particle would allow the kernel to chemically attack

in succession the silicon carbide coating and the outer pyrolytic carbon

coat ing and ultimately to fail the fuel particle coatings leading to fission

product release. Since the effects of separate instances of kernel migration

are cumulative, multiple migration-inducing transients of different power-to-

flow ratios and of different time duration can lead to violation of the safety

limit.

The analysis (FSAR Sections 3.6.7.6 and 3.6.8) supporting the safety

limit and the LCO/SR has two principal results: namely. (1) the determination

of the power level and power-to-flow ratio envelope (Figure 3.2.6-1) in which

no kernel migration occurs even for indefinite periods of operation and (2) the

determination of the time limits (Figure 3.2.6-2) for extended operation as a

function of the power-to-flow ratios that induce kernel migration up to the

point of penetrating the first two particle coating layers in a nominally

manufactured fuel particle. These determinations have been made with

conservative/bounding assumptions about steady state core conditions, such as

incore power peaking and temperatures, and about the kernel migration rate as

inferred from experimental data at the 95% confidence level.
A The mechanism for establishing compliance with the safety limit is

that the sum of the ratios of the time interval that each fuel segment

,expe'riences an operating condition that can induce kernel migration divided by

'the time it would take to violate the,safety limit under that operating

condition must be less than 1 for that fuel segment. The integral fraction of

time is used since the time limit varies as a function of the power-to-flow

ratio, which can differ withý,each transient. The ACTION for LCO 3'2.6

prescribes (1) the mechanism1 for identifying a potential migration-inducing

transient, (2) the technique for calculating the ratio of the time in the

transient divided by the time it would take the kernel to penetrate both inner

particle coating layers during the transient, and (3) the requirement for

summing the fractions from the current and previous transients to compare to
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the safety limit integral fraction of unity. By using this technique, the

integral .effect of all migration-inducing power-to-flow transients on the fuel

particles in any segment of fuel is assured not to exceed that effect, which,

using bounding assumptions on core conditions, can cause the kernel in the

average particles to penetrate both the inner buffer layer and inner pyrolytic

carbon layer of the particle coatings.

If a violation of the safety limit occurs, the reactor must be shut

down within 24 hours, and the event reported to NRC which will determine if

restart is allowed. The upgraded specification is judged to be acceptable.

2.1.2 Reactor Vessel Pressure. (Specification carryover from

existing*TS) This specification has not been modified significantly in the

carryover except for restructuring to reflect the W-STS format. The basis

statement has been rewritten to reflect the FSAR design bases for the PCRV and

the PCRV penetrations, and a footnote has been added to the basis• statement

citiing the more stringent pressure limits per Specification LCO 3.9..1 when the

primary coolant boundary includes that of the PCRV-mounted fuel handling

machines being used during incore fuel handling and refueling. The:

specification is judged to be acceptable.

..3•3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3/4.1 -Reactivity Control Systems. (Section carryover from existing

interim TS except for upgraded Specification 3/4.1.7.) The partial failure-to-

scram event 2 2 of June 23, 1984, and the -subsequent NRC audit report 2 3 of

October 16, 1984, led to the development and implementation of an interim set

.of technical specifications for the FSV Ireactivity control system. 2 4 - 2 7 These

Interim Specifications have been in effect since the summer of 1985:, and one

interim specification on reactivity change with temperature has also been

revised on an interim basis. 2 8

Because. the FSV reactivity control system more closely resembles that of a

boiling water reactor (BWR) as opposed to that of the pressurized water reactor

(PWR), the provisions of the interim and upgraded FSV specifications often more

closely resemble those of the General Electric BWR-STS (Ref. 29) as opposed to
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the W-STS (Ref. 19). Some of these parallels are addressed in the following

evaluations.

3/4.1.1 Control Rod Pair Ope:'ability. (Specification carryover from

existing* Interim TS) This specification is a revised and upgraded carryover

of the Interim Specification 3/4.1.1. The operability requirements for control

rodpairs have been further clarified with respect to the Interim TS to specify

that*(l) the 152 second scram time for demonstrating operability is from the

fully withdrawn position, (2) ýthe helium purge flow shall not be carrying

c'ondensed water, and (3) there shall be an absence of a slack cable alarm. The

ACTION statements for the Interim TS have been clarified as follows: (1) to

.require a SHUTDOWN MARGIN asses6ment whenever a shutdown is effected due to

.identifying immovable control rod pairs. (2) to allow continued operation with

the temperatures of up to four control rod motors exceeding 250°F as long as

periodic',(24-hour) surveillances (partial scram tests) are performed to

. establish an acceptable scram time for operability, (3) to specify.appropriate

action in response to finding significant amounts of condensed moisture in the

knock-out pot on the clean helium purge line to the control rod drives, and (4)

to specify the maximum operator response times allowed for diagnosing the cause

of a slack cable alarm (FSAR Sections 3.2.2.6, 3.8.1.1.1, and 3.8.2).

In addition to surveillance modificatlons that reflect changes made

to the Interim TS LCO, the surveillances.have also been modified slightly from

the Interim TS to account for operating experience. Due to mechanical

limitations, partial scram tests for fully inserted rod pairs can only be used

to demonstrate that the rod pair is capable of being scrammed but not for

,:showing an acceptable scram time. Once 'a rod pair is withdrawn from the fully

* inserted position, the operability requirement on scram time is to be.

demonstrated within 7 days per the SR.'

: In Attachment I to Ref. 30, the licensee has presented the rationale

for not specifying a minimum purge flow for' the surveillance at this time. The

licensee indicates that assuring a positive value of net purge flow is

sUfficient at this time and that purge flow requirements will be included in

the future resolution of outstanding commitments to NRC of integrated control

rod drive operability issues. These issues include plained temperature
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re.qualifications of the control rod drive mechanism that will directly impact

the magnitude of required purge flow.

The control rod operability specification is judged to be acceptable

at this time.

3/4.1.2 Control Rod Pair Position Indication Systems

3/4.1.2.1 Control Rod Pair Position Indication System -

Operating. (Specification carryover from existing interim TS) This
specification is a reformatted version-ofi.Interim Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.2

that has been revised to quantify the number of redundant and/or diverse

indication mechanisms that are required to be operable at different control rod

positions (FSAR Sections 3.8.1.1 and 7.2.2). Both the system requirements in

the condition statement and the ACTIONs as given in the Interim TS have been

reformatted into Specification Table 3.1.2-1 of the upgrade. The table

provides the quantification of'.the required operable indication mechanisms.

The surveillance has been reformatted slightly from the Interim TS with the

rationale 'for certain surveillance actions to prevent potentiometer damage

moved to the basis summary statements., The upgraded specification is judged to

have an improved clarity in comparison to the Interim TS and to be acceptable.

3/4.1.2.2 Control Rod Pair Position Indication System -

Shutdow (Specification carryover from existing interim TS) This,!!

specification is a reformatted and revised version of Interim Specification

LCO/SR 3/4.1.3. The revision quantifies the required operable rod position

indication mechanisms for SHUTDOWN and R'FUELING. The surveillance has been

reformatted similar to that of the upgraded LCO/SR 3/4.1.2.1 discussed

previously. The upgraded specification is judged to.have an improve d clarity

in comparison to the Interim TS and to be acceptable.

3/4.1.3 Shutdown Margin. (Specification carryover from existing

interim TS) This specification is a slight revision and reformatting of

Interim Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.4. The most significant revision is that,

in the upgradedTS, the surveillance and the basis summary statement refer to
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the, 'assessment" of SHUTDOWN MARGIN as* opposed to "verification" as used in tii,'

Interim TS. This change properly reflects the fact that, to comply, with the

suryeillance, the operator must obtain the results of calculational analyses

made off site and has no control over the verification process for these

analyses (FSAR Sections 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.7.4 and Table 3.5-6, although the

assessment methodology is not described in the FSAR). During SHUTDOWN and

REFUELING, the operator is required to verify subcriticality from the startup

detector count rates when control rod pairs are withdrawn to a position that is

calculated to be worth .01 delta-k of rod withdrawal.

'! The ACTION statements in both the interim and upgraded versions of

this TS ato formatted after the example given by Specification 3/4.1.1 in the

B-;'R-STS. but the surveillance for SHUTDOWN MARGIN determination more closely

follows the example in SR 4.1.1.1 and SR 4.1.1.2 in the W-STS.

The assessment methodology for SHUTDOWN MARGIN is understood to be

related to the methodology used for determining the base reactivity curve as

applied in upgraded Specification LCO 3.1.7, Reactivity Status, which is

discussed below. Further, the assessment" methodology is understood to be

related to that used for SHUTDOWN MARGIN analysis in the fuel segment reload

design per Specification Design Feature (DF) 5.3.4. The reload segment design

methodology is also used to establish the control rod pair withdrawal sequence

per Specification DF 5.3.4. Both the base reactivity curve used in

.Specification LCO 3.1.7 and the controlirod pair withdrawal sequence are

approved by the FSV Nuclear Facility Safety Committee (NFSC) per Specification

AC 6.5.2.19.a. The reload segment design, including associated SHUTDOWN MARGIN,

is a safety significant change to the reactor core system that is subject to

NFSC review per Specification AC 6.5.2.8.a and record keeping per 10 CFR Part

50.59 (b)(3). Compliance with the "assessed" SHUTDOWN MARGIN as a TS limit is

subject to NFSC audit per Specification AC 6.5.2.10.a as are associated quality

assurance activities per Specification AC 6.5.2.10.d. Thus, the upgraded

Specifications are judged to place the responsibility for tracking and assuring

the validity of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN assessments made per Specification SR 4.1.3

directly under the cognizance of the NFSC.
The upgraded TS is judged to be explicit and thereby a significant

Improvement over the indirect coverage of SHUTDOWN MARGIN as implied in the

,I I " It ' :'' "
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existing former LCO 4.1.2 and existingLCO 4.1.8 and SR 5.1.4. The NFSC is

Judged to be directly responsible for the quality assuranct, %.f the SHUTDOWN

MARGIN assessment. The TS is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.1.4 Control Rod Worth and Position Reouirements

.3/4.1.4.1 Control Rod Worth and Position Reguirements -

O2eratlin&. (Specification carryover from existing interim TS) This

specification is essentially a reformatting of Interim Specification LCO/SR

3/4.1.5 and, with regard to control rod position requirements, is equivalent in

intent to W-STS LCO/SR 3.1.3.6, Control ,Rod Insertion Limits. At FSV, unlike

the Westinghouse PWR in which the rod bank withdrawal sequence remains

unchanged from cycle to cycle, the control rod pair withdrawal sequence is

specified uniquely as part of the nuclear design for each fuel cycle and is

hard-wired into the control circuitry before startup of each fuel cycle (FSAR

Sections 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.4 and Tables 3.5-6 through 3.5-8). Thus, there is

no need for similar specifications as those for operability of the BWR rod

sequence control system per BWR-STS LCO 3.1.4.2 since FSV cannot operate in

STARTUP or at higher power levels without the equivalent system being both

operable and operating. Also, because of the predetermination of the control

rod .pair withdrawal sequence and because the position limits imposed by FSV

upgraded Specification LCO 3.1.4.1, there is no need for a rod worth minimizer

as used at BWRs and as subjected to operability requirements per BWR-STS LCO/SR

3.1.4.1.

As discussed in the basis summary statements for FSV.upgraded

Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.4.1, the control rod pair withdrawal sequence is

determined in accordance with Specification DF 5.3.4, Reload Segment Design,

and this determination is reviewed and approved by the FSV NFSC per

Specifications AC 6.5.2.8.a and AC 6.5.2.9.a prior to startup of the core

reload. 'The control rod pair position limits of upgraded LCO 3/4.1.4.1 are

factored Into the reload design to establish by analysis that power peaking,

the temperature coefficient of reactivity and maximum control rod pair worth

are acceptable and within the bounds of assumptions in the safety analysis. As

indicated, the NFSC has cognizance over reload segment design review.
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S .During startup, Specification SR 4.1.4.1.2 is performed to

measure control rod pair group worths to verify that the calculated resiits

are.valid for assuring the maximum calculated control rod pair worths per the

limits of LCO 3.1.4.1.c. The NFSC audits these comparisons per both AC
6 .5.2.10.a and AG 6.5.2.10.d and is judged to be responsible for assuring this

information is factored into the basis for calculating and approving Litc

control rod pair withdrawal sequence for the next cycle. Given the NFSC

oversight, the upgraded specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.1.4.2 Control RodWorth and Position Requirements

Shutdown' (Specification carryover from existing interim TS) This

specification is essentially a reformatting and slight rewording of Interim

Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.6. The major word changes reflect that SHUTDOWN

MARGIN is "assessed" as opposed to "verified." The specification assures that

during SHUTDOWN and REFUELING, control rod pairs are either fully inserted or,

if not fully inserted, are positioned so as to maintain SHUTDOWN MARGIN. If

SHUTDOWN MARGIN is not maintained by the positioning of control rod pairs,

reserve'shutdown material is to be inserted to restore SHUTDOWN MARGIN. The

provisions of this specification supplement and complement those of upgraded

LCO/SR 3/4.1.3, Shutdown Margin. The combination of these two specifications

account for the unique reactivity control system configuration at FSV and

provide a logical and comprehensive functional equivalent to W-STS LCO/SR

3/4.1.1.,'2, Shutdown Margin-Tavg < 200°F, and BWR-STS LCO/SR 3/4.1.1, Shutdown

Margin.': Given the. NFSC oversight of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN "assessment"

methodology as discussed under the evaluation of upgraded Specification

3/4.1.3, the upgraded specification is Judged to be acceptable.,

3/4.1.5 Reactivity Clanpe with Temperature. (Specificat'ion carryover

from existing interim TS) This specification reflects a slight rewording of

the Interim Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.7.-1 The Interim TS added the beginning

of cycle limit on the magnitude of the temperature reactivity defect that was

not addressed in the original FSV Specifications LCO 4.1.5 and SR'5.1.3. "ihis

Is an important consideration in evaluating cold SHUTDOWN MARGIN at beginning

of cycle when the positive reactivity contribution from reactor core cooldown
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is greatest due to the large temperature, reactivity defect.

Evaluation of the measured temperature coefficient of reactivity and

its integral over temperature (that is, the reactivity defect) at beginning of

cycle is also the basis for assuring that the temperature coefficient at end of

cycLe is acceptable (that is, at least as negative as the minimum power

feedback coefficient assumed in the accident analysis). As indicated in the

'basis summary statement, the evaluation-compares the measured and calculated

values of the coefficient and defect at beginning of cycle and infers the

effect on values at end of cycle. Per the evaluation of the plant general

design criterion given in FSAR Appendix C.8, the power coefficient of

reactivity, which is dominated by the temperature coefficient of reactivity

(FSAR Section 3.5.5.1), must remain negative throughout core life. Per FSAR

Tables 3.5-1. 3.5-4, and 3.5-9, the FSV temperature coefficient of reactivity

is least negative at end-of-cycle, although the calculational methods and input

data for producing these results are not described nor evaluated in the FSAR.

As indicated per Specification DF 5.3.4, Reload Segment Design, the

sign and magnitude of the temperature coefficient is directly related to the

allowable maximum control ro~d pair worth for the control rod pair withdrawal

sequence of the reload cycle. The responsibilities and authority of the NFSC

with regard to SHUTDOWN MARGIN, which is affected by the magnitude of the

temperature defect as noted above, were discussed previously with. regard to

upgraded Specification SR 4.1.3. Per Specification AC 6.5.2.9.a, the NFSC

approves the control rod pair withdrawal sequence and thus is expected to

exercise direct cognizance over establishing the acceptability of the

evaluation of the measured and calculated values of the temperature coefficient

in assuring the acceptability of the withdrawal sequence throughout the reload

cycle. Further, NFSC responsibilities'"with regard to verifying the adequacy of

the calculation of the temperature c 6 efficient and to establishing the

traceability of current analytical methods to those used in the FSAR (Section

3.5.5.1, although not provided in detail) are evidenced in the review

requirements per Specifications AC 6.5.2.8.a and AC 6.5.2.8.h and the audit

"'Arequirements per Specifications AC 6.5.2.10.a and AC 6.5.2.10.d.

Given the understanding of the cognizance exercised by the NFSC in

assuring the acceptability both of the calculated values of the temperatare
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defect;. as affecting SHUTDOWN MARGIN and of the calculated values of the

temperature coefficient as affecting the, safety analysis of the reload segment

design, upgraded FSV Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.5 is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.1.6 Reserve Shutdown System

3/4.1.6.1 Reserve Shutdown System - Operating. (Specification

carryover from existing interim TS) This specification it a slight

reformatting and revision of Interim Specification SR/LUO 3/4• P which it a

substantial revision to the existing FSV Specificcat i. t , .. ..... I"

that haye been superaeded by the Interim TS. I• u,•i ....I. .,*-,o a is

demonstrated.by assuring "he capabilities, to burs att I.-* ra- .r i, It

rupture disc, which is an action necessary to release tto..td.. etc.i '

into the core, and to provide a diverse backup mechanih•h to actuate t .,,Per

pressurization valves in the event of loss of electrical power (I.SAP Section

3.8.3). 'The reactivity worth of the reserve shutdown material is given In .SAR

Section 3.5.3.3 and Table 3.5-1, although the analysis o..lhis I.t 1.... 't a

.design performance are not presented nor evaluated In the 1" ,.Y.. v of

the reser~ve shutdown system does i depend on the absence of cortdonsed water

in the purge gas because that is c.ntrolled per Specification LCO 3.1.1 for the

operability of the control rod drives, each of which occupies the same

penetration as the associated reserve .shutdown hopper. However, since long-

term exposure to condensed water may affect the insertabilitv of tt.e , tesorve

shutdown material into the core, a surveillance of potentI al v A:"- .;,,r

material is provided to test the dropout capabilltv of ho;,;,er c-- s e "a

excore.facility and this surveillance is performed in resporise A, . i

Sp ecification LCO 3.1.1.

FSV upgraded Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.6.1 is Judged to be

functionally equivalent to the BWR-STS Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.5. Standby

Liquid. Control System. The FSV reserve shutdown system has greater redundancy

than the'subject BWR system such that total system inoperability is not

expected at FSV. The ACTION times are judged to be appropriate, to the FSV

csysteci ccnfiguration. The specificationjis judged to be acceptable.

fI

4.
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3/4.1.6.2 Reserve Shutdown System - Shutdown. (Specififction

carryover from existing interim TS) This specification is a slight

reformatting and revision of Interim Specification SR/LCO 3/4.1.9, An

important wording change is that the wording in the ACTION has been changed to

."assess" SHUTDOWN MARGIN consistent with changes made to upgraded Specification

SR 4.1.3 from~the Interim TS. Given NFSC oversight of SHUTDOWN MARGIN

"assessments," the specification is judged to be acceptable for the same

reasons as given above for Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1.6.1.

3/4.1.7 Reactivity Status'. SpecLfat at,. rvovec from existing

TS) This specification is a reformattinA of eoist ig 51.e'Ifirat Ions LCO 4 1 8

and SR 5.1.4. The specification tracks the dlfferový4 ,vetweon the observed and

expected (calculated) core reactivitv hv u'P o! the C -elPCIdvnt base

reactivity curve. The reactivity difference cannot exceed 0.01 delta-k, which

is the minimum required cold SHUTDOW.N MARGIN per Specification LCO 3.1.3.

Although not described in the FSAR, the cycle-dependent base reactivity curve

and changes thereto are reviewed and approved by the NISC per Specification AC

6.5.2.9.b. Other NFSC responsibilities with regard to assuring the adequacy of

the base reactivity curve for each reload cycle are also indicated with, regard

to the review of safety significant design changes per Specifications AC

.6.5.2.8,.a and AC 6.5.2.8.h and with regard to audits per Specifications AC

6.5.2.10.a, AC.6.5.2.10.c, and AC 6.5.2.10.d.

ý-The carryover specification is judged to he functionally equivalent

in.intent, to BWR-STS Specification LCO/SR 3/4.1 2. .- ^A,.t1.l tv Anomalies, in

ýthat both specifications use observed core conditions to indirectly assess the

potential effect on SHUTDOWN MARGIN as' indicated in the basIs sunmnary

statements of the respective specifications. At FSV, the periodic (once per 7

days) tracking of the difference between observed and expected reactivity can

also be indicative of other long term bk:rnup effects such as changes in control

rod worth, temperature coefficient of reactivity, and axial power distribution.

Since nlone of these effects are otherwise observed directly throughout the

reload 'cycle burnup, the rea.ctor operations staff and the NFSC are expected to

examine trends in the reactivity deviations as part of good engineering

Practice' 4 "18 in effecting the safe operation of the facility. This
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expectation occurs independent of the basis summary statement for this TS since

th.e, NFSC is judged to have this responsibility per the provisions of the above-

cited Specification ACs.

Given.the NFSC approval authority and the expected degree of NFSC

oversight, the specification is judged to be acceptable.

'3/4.2 Core Irradiation. Temperature. and Flow Limits

3/4.2.1 Core Irradiation . (Specification carryover from existing

TS) This specification is a substantl revIl a,, (if aIatring SpecIfication

LCO 4.1.1. A surveillance requir.e,.rt ?.as I-.', .,1,.,1 ad an oxposuro limit on

control •rods has been included In thi LA I I%.Ab N.., t ,,., ' 8 1.2) During NRC

review of the preliminary draft, the NI, req v'a!d -Ietrt :vn of the least

limiting, of the dual limits on fuel elrment&b ̂ i lvent In the existing

specification. The 1800 EFPD limit was retained, arid the fuel average burnup

limit of 110,000 MWD per tonne of heavy, metal (uranium plus thorium) was

deleted'. Per FSAR Section 3.2.1. the limit of 11(t ý," K-P.) per tonne of heavy

metal is that to which the fuel is d.eig~ned fo,t the equilibrium cycle.

However,-at full power (842 MW-thermal) and given the reference uranium and

thorium loadings of the equilibrium cycle reload segments per FSAR Section

3.5.2.1,' the average burnup for a fully irradiated (1800 EFPD) reload segment

corresponds to only 96,412 MWD per tonne of heavy metal, assuming uniform

.exposure on a per-segment basis. The upgraded specification is judged to be

conservative and acceptable.

3/4.2.2 Core Inlet Orifice Val'.'Etrio:. Outlet Temperature Limits.

(Specification carryover from existing TS) The upgraded specification is a

revision of existing Specification LCO 4.1.7. The title has been' changed to

reflect that the limits apply to the region outlet temperature as well as the

inlet flow orifice position (FSAR Sections 3.6.2, 3.6.7, and 3.9). A

surveillance requirement has been added, and the limits on comparison regions

24",ý(FSAR Section 3.6.6.3) have been placed in a separate upgraded specification.

'The' comparison regions are used to establish flow requirements (that is, inlet

orifice valve positions) for the regions lacking trustworthy coolant outlet

I2

I.j
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ýtemperature indication.

Existing Specification Figure. 4.1.7-1 has been revised as upgraded

Specification Figure 3.2.2-1 to more clearly illustrate the prohibited and

allowable operating limits for region outlet temperature mismatch under

different operating conditions of core average inlet temperature and core

average temperature rise. These limits in effect restrict region outlet

temperature mismatch to within the values assumed in Specification SL 2.1.1.

When the core average outlet temperature is less than 950 0 F, the further

provisions of upgraded Specification LCO 3.2.4 are invoked to cover low flow

conditions that can occur in the LWo P'OWER operating mode. The specification

is unique to prismatic WI.Gks sI I. r~ot eupplemonted by incore power maps

because.. ifistrumentatIon (lid ,.,t exist for reliably performing such maps in. a

high temperature enviriuiLerit at the t.me' FSV was licensed. Other than for

neutron distribution measurezrent,, to infer incore power distributions, there

are no functionally equivalent specifications for PWRs or BWRs. The upgraded

specification is Judged to be acceptable.,

3/4.2.3 Core Inlet. Qtiýice Valves/Comparison Regions.

.(Specification carryover from existing TS) This specification is a

reformatting, revision, and combination of the portion of existing.

Spec ification LCO 4.1.7 that relates to comparison regions and of existing

Specification SR 5.1.7 with regard to comparison region surveillanc.es (FSAR

Section 3.6.6.3). Comparison regions are those similarly fueled and rodded

regions that are in symrretric locatlo.is to the grouping of regions that have

known inadequacies in the measurement of outlet gas flow temperature. These

meas~urements inadequacies are due to intermittent bypass gas flow's *that can

overcool the thermocouples used to measure the outlet temperature.

The objective of the upgraded specification is to assure that the

measured relative region power density (called the region peaking factor or

RPF) is not less than 10% smaller than the calculated region relative power

dens~ity'for those core regions that are used as comparison regions. The RPF is

the ratio of region average power density to core average power density (hence,

the term relative power density is used commonly throughout most of the rest of

the industry). At FSV, the measured RPF, is inferred from the product of the

I, '
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inyferred region coolant flow temperature increase (that is, the difference

between normalized thermocouple readings.of core inlet and region outlet

coolant temperatures) and the inferred region coolant mass tlow (that is, as

inferred both from the orifice setting that dominates changes in regionwise

flow resistance and from total core flow that can be inferred from either

circulator rotational speeds or circulator outlet pressure-differential flow

meters). The specification assures that the controlled region that relies on a

comparison region to infer region gas- flow temperature rise will have an

acceptable basis for establishing flow ,rquirements for that region under

upgraded Specification LCO 3 .* it.o acceptable basis is that the comparison

of calculated atiedmeaal.i kr .i, t. ,..aIMi-eatrn region either agrees within

10%, yields a measured va... t.ý . S tt.r-. than the calculated value, or

provides for quantifying the 'rh•.r,. n.ir-hk,:ed-to-calculated discrepancy so that

a correction can be made to the me.ahued, value when used for comparison.

As indicated in the basis sumcuary statement for upgraded

Specification LCO 3.1.4.1, Control Rod Fair Position and Worth Requirements,

and in Specification DF 5.1... beý4,d Sg&msont Design, one of the objectives in

the sele'ction of the control tod •,aI: '.thdrawal sequence is to satisfy the

criteria for reactor power distribution- wherein the criteria for acceptable

RPFs (that is, relative power densities) are provided in Specification DF

5.3.4. Per the NFSC's responsibilities for review, approval and audit as

given, respectively, in Specifications AC 6.5.2.8.a, AC 6.5.2.8.h,.AC

6.5.2.9.a, AC 6.5.2.10.a, AC 6 5 2.• c. and AC 6.5.2.10.d, the determination

and application of the calculatei ry/,'..,n RPFs and the trending in evaluated

discrepancies between measured and calculated RPFs are judged to be appropriate

items to be followedby the NISC to assure the quality level of the methodology

employedin selecting the control rod pair withdrawal sequence and thus to

assure also the safety of core oQ;.ra* o: .

'Given NFSC oversight tor assuring thet accuracy and conservatism of

the methods employed, this specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4,2,4 Core Inlet Orifice. Valves/Minimum Helium Flow and Maximum

Core Temperature Rise. (Specification carryover from existing TS) * This

specificaition is a reformatting of the recently approved (License Amendment N
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57) revisions to existing Specifications LCO 4.1.9 and SR 5.1.8. This

specification applies (1) when the Core Average Outlet Temperature is less than

950°F per upgraded Specification LCO 3.2.2.b, (2) when the core thermal power

level falls below 25% of rated by heat balance, and (3) when, in SHUTDOWN and

REFUELING, the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature.exceeds 760'F. The

specification assures adequate helium cooling flow through the downflow core at

low heat loads and pressure drops where the buoyancy effects of heated helium

'could cause channel flow stagnation and local overheating of the fuel if the

pressure drop due to the inlet orifice setting were allowed to be too large.

The specification of the allowable region inlet orifice settingshas been

conservatively developed to avoid cole Ianrb.l flow Irtat tilltles for the

pressurized and partially depressui z ed teact . tot a taonge of core heat loads

that accommodates fission heating below 25% of tnted thermal power as well as

decay and residual (stored) heat loads down to A core average temperature of

'7600 F. Below a core average temperature of 760°F, the combination of decay and

residual (stored) heat loads could not cause local overheating of the fuel for

'many hours in the absence of all flow..' Othorwipe, If reactor core cooling

Iflow is lost for conditions under which this spocification applies, 'the' reactor

is. to be depressurized per upgraded Specification LCO 3.4.1 to facilitate the

PCRV containment function in•iretaining radioactive fission products that may be

released from the core if the fuel we're to be damaged from over-heating.

The upgraded specification-is judged to be acceptable.

i- '3/4.2.5 Region Constraint De'.l -cs iSpecifIcation carryover from

existing TS) This specification is a revision of existing Specification SR

5.2.26 to include an LCO. As describted in FSAR Section 3.3.1.1, the Region

Constraint Devices (RCDs), which are located on top of plenum elements of

generally three adjacent fuel regions, restrain region movements in relation to

one another by means of centering pins inserted in the handling hole of the

upper plenum elements. The RCDs are used to limit horizontal movement of the

fuel columns which.mitigates temperature fluctuations in the primary coolant

ccircuit at the individual core region outlets as discussed in FSAR Section

3.6.6.

Visually inspecting the RCDs will ensure that they are performing
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their design function by restraining the fuel columns. Monitoring the lifting

force required to remove the RCDs with the fuel handling machine will provide

early indications of degradation in function. Monitoring the vertical location

coordinate ensures that the RCDs have been properly installed with the pins

engaged in the plenum elements.

The specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.2.6 Power-to-Flow Ratio. (Specification carryover from existing

TS) This specification is a revision And combination of that portion of

,existing Specification %L 3 1 thait adldtvý4 od immediate operator responses to

observed plant translor,-t 1nvo.rti, a pv,-o. to-flow ratio imbalance and of

existing Specification SR ! 14. with toeard to the mechanism for assessing the

degree of challenge to the safety limit The challenge results from a power-

to-flow imbalance that exc.eds a bpecillied threshold (upgraded Specification

Figure 3.2.6-1). The carryover of existing Specification SL 3.1 into upgraded

Specification SL 2.1.1 has been discussed, previously. FSAR Section 3.6.7

describes the instrumentation systems t,.at alert the operator to the potential

existence of a core power-to-flow tatio imbalance. and FSAR Sections 3.6.7.6

and 3.6.8 describe the technical bases for the allowed response times to such

imbalances and for determining the degree of challenge posed to the safety

limit. Very rapid transients involving a high power-to-flow ratio imbalance

have a lag time since the high (consexrvative) temperatures that are assumed in

the calculations of fuel particle migration (see discussion in previous

evaluation of Specification SL .. I ,tati.e time to develop because of the high

heat.capacity of the graphite corr. Thius, in rapid transients, the core

t.emperature lags behind the stemdy; state assumptions used to quantify the

safety limit. Such transientrs, which should be readily detected and .responded

to by the Plant Protection System (P11S), require a prompt response from the

operator but, if quickly terminated, may not contribute to the challenge to the

safety limit because of the thermal sluggishness of the core.

The specification is judged to be acceptable.

In st rumentat ion
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3/4.3.2 Monitoring Instrumentation

3/4.3.2.3 Seismic Instr-nientation. (Specification carryover

from existing TS) This specification is a revision and expansion of existing

Specifications LCO 4.4.4 and SR 5.4.10 to more closely follow the provisions of

W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.3.3.3. All triaxial time:history accelerographs and vertical

seismic triggers as previously instal-led at FSV are required to be operable

(FSAR Section 7.3.9). but, consistent with the TSUP scope guidelines for

limiting the backfitting of W-STS requirements (see Appendix A to this TER), no

new or additional seismic inatx ntatlon. has been installed to equate

numerically to that required l,, tt,* 6 STS However. the FSV seismoscopes,

which are noncalibratable smoued Ilass at,tion indicators (FSAR Section 7.3.9),

have been included in the upgzaodrt s;.e'tc!cations to assure diversity and

redundancy in seismic event detect ion",

Channel calibration for all out-of-calibration seismic

instrumelnts found following a seismic .event is to be performed within 30 days

following the seismic event a. to.1 ,osed to within 10 days for all seismic

instruments per the W-STS. Because Y.' cannot perform the channel calibration

on site, a channel functional test Isjperformed within 5 days followed by

offsite 'channel calibration for those found out-of-calibration. This allows

t.ime to keep the instrumentation in use on site to record potential

aftershocks. The Special Report of seismic effects is required within 14 days

as opposed to' 10 days to allow Adequnte time for recording and evaluation of

aftershocks.

The specificatloti Is >M;ed to be acceptable.

3/4.3.2.4 MIteOr 1,ia6 nstrumentation. (Specification

adapted from STS) This specitication is equivalently worded to, if not

exactly worded as, W-STS LCUi/S 3/4.3.3.'4, Meterological Instrumentation. The

TS reflects the current guidance given in proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory

Guide 1.23 (Ref. 33). This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/14,3,2.7 Po%'er-t.-Flow Ratio Instrumentation System.

(Specification carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade
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and expansion of existing Specification SR 5.4.8 to include an LCO that was

me irely implied and not quantified in .terms of acceptable ACTION statements by

the existing SR. The system is briefly described in FSAR Sections 3.6.7.1 and

.7.3.11. The system operates continuously and has no automatic actuation

function. Backup instrumentation can be used if the system is inoperable.

The upgraded TS most closely resembles, in terms of functional

equivalence, W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.3.3.6, Accident Monitoring Instrumentation;

however, the condition monitored and.,recorded at FSV is the profile of a power-

to-flow imbalance or transient to allow, post-transient assessment of the degree

of challenge to Specification SL 2.1.1,I:' ,which is discussed previourly In this

TER. In another sense, the instrumentation system is somewhat functionally

analogous to the recording and analysis devices that would be addressed in the

no~n-TS implementing procedures for W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.3.3.2, Movable Incore

Detectors, that are used for, assessing compliance with the associated TS in W-

STS Section 3/4.2, Power Distribution Limits. However, the condition monitored

and recorded at FSV is the result of a.transient compared to a safety limit and

not solely the continued assurance of initial conditions for design basis

accidents or transients as in the PWR. Thus, the function of the

instrumentation system is unique to FSV but can be described as being addressed

in the TS consistent with that of virtually analogous functions in the W-STS.

The specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.3.2.8 Core Region Outlet ThermocouDles. (Specification

adapted from STS) This specification is for instrumentation that ia used to

.. support assessing compliance with core, region power-to-flow limits per

Specifications LCO/SR 3/4.2.2, LCO/SR .3/4.2.3, and LCO/SR 3/4.2.4 as well as

backup instrunentation for core power-to-flow transient assessment per LCO/SR

3/4..2.6. The specification is functionally analogous to W-STS LCO/SR

3/4.3.3.2, Movable Incore Detectors, but is written to reflect the unique need

in the large prismatic HTGR to infer core and region power-to-flow ratio as

opposed to fission power distribution in the PWR. The specification accounts

for theý redundancy in the thermocouples used in FSV (FSAR Section 3.6.7). The.

specification is judged to be acceptable.
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Primary Coolant System

I /L & Primrnr ('onlnnf- 1nnn-z And Coolqnt- Circulatijon

3/4.4.1.1 Primary Coolant Loops and Coolant Circulation --

above 5% Power. (Specification adapted from STS) This specification is new.

The specification reflects the allowable forced circulation cooling

configurations for FSV power operation per FSAR Section 4.3 and provides

functional consistency with the intent and provisions of W-STS LCO/SR

3/4.4.1.1, Startup and Power Operation.'>. ,The new specification provides for

distinguishing between the helium circulator functional requirements for being

in operation on steam or water turbine drive for normal process cooling and

being operable on water turbine drive for safe shutdown cooling. The

specification also incorporates the appropriate ACTIONs to effect shutdown and

reactor depressurization if all forced circulation cooling is lost for an

extended period of time; the requirement and timing for depressurization were

carried over from existing Specification. LCO 4.2.18. Primary Coolant

Depressurization. The upgraded specification complements the TS limits for

assuring adequate core and regionwise power-to-flow ratio as stipulated in

Section 3/4.2 of the upgraded TS. This is done by specifying the required

operating configuration of the primary coolant system equipment as a function

of core power level.

A detailed functional 'evaluation of this specification is

provided in Section 4.2 of the OR1NL TER (Ref. 3) on the upgraded TS for FSV

cooling functions. This specification is judged to be acceptable.-.

3/4,4,1.2 Primary Coolant Loops and Coolant Circulation - Below

5% Power. (Specification adapted from STS) This specification is new and

supplements LCO/SR 3/4.4.1.1 that is discussed above. The specification is

functionally consistent with the intent and provisions of W-STS LCO/SR

3/4.4.1.1, LCO/SR 3/4.4.1.2, and LCO/SR 3/4.4.1.3 with regard to providing an

Wdequate.primary coolant system equipment configuration during the FSV

conditions of reactor startup and equivalent hot shutdown. During shutdown at

FSV, the functional equivalent to hot shutdown has been established as
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effectively existing when the core average temperature (that is, the Calculated

Bulk Core Temperature) exceeds 760 0 F.• Below 760 0 F, forced circulation cooling

is not required because there are significant thermal margins to temperatures

at which the primary coolant system structures and the fuel fission product

barriers would begin to be damaged. Otherwise above 760 0 F, one operating

primary coolant loop consisting of at least one operating helium circulator and

one operating steam generator section is required for the conditions for which

Specification LCO 3.4.1.2 applies. If forced circulation cooling is lost for

an extended period, the specification provides for depressurization.of the

reactor to mitigate the challenge to PCRV containment by core heatup.

This specification is evaluated in detail in Sections 4.2 and

4.3.4 of the .ORNL cooling function TER (Ref. 3) with regard to the functions of

normal process cooling and residual heat removal. The specification is judged

to be acceptable.

3/4.4.2 Primary Coolant Activity. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) This specification is a combination and upgrade of existing FSV

Specifications LCO 4.2.8, Primary Coolant Activity Limits, SR 5.2.6, Plateout

Probe', and SR 5.2.11, Primary Reactor Coolant Radioactivity. The upgraded TS

is functionally analogous to W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.4.8, Specific Activity, but is

structured to retain the limits of the.existing specifications that reflect the

unique features and operating conditions of a HTCR as compared to the LWR. The

upgraded TS includes limits o6 both circulating and plateout activity (FSAR

Sections 3.7, 9.4, and 14.12). In HTGRs, plateout activity is important in the

assessment of blowdown source terms due to plateout liftoff during a postulated

rapid depressurization accident (FSAR .Sections 3.7 and 14.11). The carryover

surveillance on the plateout probe is the basis for assessing the continued

conservatism in FSAR assumptions for accident analysis. The definitions for

Dose Equivalent 1-131 and E-BAR (the average beta-gamma decay or disintegration

energy) have been added to Section I of the upgraded TS consistent with the

f6rmat of the W-STS but reflecting both the accident analysis assumptions and
the limit assessment techniques that are employed at FSV. FSV currently

operates well below limits on the coolant activity and plateout activity.

This specification complements the provisions of upgraded
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Specification LCO/SR 3/4.7.5, Primary Coolant Depressurization, that provides

forathe operability of the Helium Purification System (HPS). The tPS is

1normally operating to assure meeting primary coolant limits on both

radioactivity and impurity leyels but is also relied upon as a Class I safety-

related system to assure containment integrity by providing for a filtered

depressurization during the permanent loss of forced cooling accident (FSAR

Section 14.10). LCO 3.4.2 assures that circulating activity is within the

initial condition assumed in the accident analyses.

The upgraded specification Is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.4.3 Primary Coolant Impurity Levels High Temperature.

(Specification carryover from existing TS) The specification is an upgrading

and combination of the existing Specification LCO 4.2.10 and associated SR

5.2.12 as well as existing surveillances for potential impurity-induced

structural effects as provided in existing Specifications SR 5.2.22, PGX

Graphite, and SR 5.2.25, Core Support. A fuel surveillance program that

addresses the detection of impurity-induced effects on the fuel particles is

effected outside the TS. The specification LCO is applicable when Core Average

.Outlet Temperature is greater than 1200 0 F. The TS provides limits on primary

coolant oxidant (02, C0 2 , and CO) levels that are imposed to mitigate the

effects of graphite oxidation and carbon mass transport from the core to cooler

surfaces' such as the steam generator.tubes and PCRV liner surface (FSAR

Sections 4.2.1 and 9.4.2). Surveillance's of the PGX graphite specimens and of

the core' support blocks, which are manufa~ctured from PGX graphite, provide

assurance that safety-related graphite structures are maintaining adequate mass

and'strength and are not subject to unanticipated preferential degr.adation

under allowed oxidant impurity levels (FSAR Section 3.3.2.2 and Appendix A.12).

The basis summary statement identifies the instrumentation and alarms,

including the PPS moisture monitors, that are available to alert the operator

of conditions that indicate a potential, for increased oxidant levels in the

coolant. *The specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.4,4 Primary Coolant Impurity Levels Low Temperature.

(Specification carryover from existing TS. This specification is an upgrade of
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existing Specifications LCO 4.2.11 and SR 5.2.12 as applicable when the reactor

is ;generating fission energy and the Core.Average Outlet Temperature is less

than 1200'F. The oxidant (H 2 0, CO 2 , and.CO) limits under these conditions are

based on preventing the corrosion of metallic components and the oxidation of

the boron carbide in burnable poisons (FSAR Sections 4.2.1 and 9.4.2). The

specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5 Safe Shutdown Cooling Systems

3/4.5.1 Helium Circulators

3/4.5.1.1 Helium Circulators -- CBCT above 760. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specificat~ion is an upgrade of existing

Specifications LCO 4.2.1 and SR 5.2.7. As in the existing specification, one

helium circulator in each of the two primary coolant loops is required to be

operable on its associated water turbine drive for purposes of performing safe

shutdown cooling (FSAR Sections 10.3.9 and 14.4.2.2). Safe shutdown cooling is
the functional equivalent at FSV of emergency core cooling at a PJR. The

equipment supporting the capability for water turbine drive for safe shutdown

cooling is Class I and is seismically and environmentally qualified. A

detailed functional evaluation of this specification is provided in Sections

4.1 and 44 of Ref. 3.

This specification is applicable whenever the reactor is

generating fission heat at a rate exceeding 5% of rated reactor power and

otherwise when the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature exceeds 760 0 F. The W-STS

restorati6n time of 72 hours has been adopted for the inoperability 'of a single

train;.one hour for both trains. The time period to achieve shutdown given

failure to restore the inoperable equipment is 24 hours based on the period

allowed in the existing specifications. This allowance is consistent with the

larger thermal margins and longer thermal response times of the FSV ceramic

graphite core, and the low doses calculated for the permanent loss of forced

cooling accident (FSAR Section 14.10 and Appendix D). Operability of the

helium circulators on steam drive is assured for normal operation by upgraded

Specification LCO 3.4.1, which has been discussed previously in this TER.
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This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5.1.2 Helium Circulators -- 'CBCT below 760. (Specification

adapted from STS) This specification is an adapted upgrade of existing

Specifications LCO 4.2.1 and.;SR 5.2.7, to be applicable when only one train of

the Safe Shutdown Cooling System is required to be operable, similar to the W-

STS-provisions for the emergency core cooling system. Previously, existing

Specification LCO 4.2.1 required one helium circulator in each loop to be

operable on its associated water turbine drive in power operation (greater than

2% of rated thermal power) The upgraded specification requires one helium

circulator in only one primary coolant loop to be operable whenever the

Calculated Bulk Core Temperature is less than or equal to 7601F, including

operation at up to 5% of the rated reactor power. In combination with upgraded

Specification LCO 3.5.1.1 as discussed above, this specification is more

comprehensive than the existing specification. The specification is judged to

be acceptable.

3 3/4.5.2 Helium Circulator Auxiliaries

3/4.5.2.1 Helium Circulator Auxiliaries -- CBCT above 760.

(Specif ication carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade,

combination, and simplification of existing Specifications LCO 4.2.2, LCO

4.2.3, SR 5.2.8, SR.5.2.9, SR 5.2.23', and SR 5.2.27. In comparison to the

existing specifications, the upgraded specifications distinguishes between the

operability of the helium circulator on water turbine drive per upgraded

Specification LCO 3.5.1 and the operability of the multiplicity of normally

operating auxiliaries that must operate in order for the circulator to operate

on either water turbine drive or steam turbine drive (FSAR Section 4.2.2.3).

The upgraded specification assures the operability of both trains (Loops I and

2) of the helium circulator auxiliary equipment that is required'for safe

shutdown cooling (FSAR Sections 10.3.9 and 14.4.2.2). The specification also

.. assures the operability of the bearing water accumulator system which is needed

to prevent circulator damage during certain circulator trips,and thus to

facilitate restart for safe shutdown cooling if required. The specification
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also assures the capability 'of automatic water turbine startup above 30% of

rated reactor power (FSAR Section 4.2.2.3.5). The water turbine auto-start is

a' mitigative feature for responding to.the trip of both helium circulators on

steam drive during one loop operation or in. the untripped loop during two loop

trouble (FSAR Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 7.1.2.4, and 14.4.3). The specification

is applicable for the same plant conditions as Specification LCO 3.5.1.1 for

operability of the helium circulator water turbine drives for safe shutdown

cooling. Restoration time for any single-component is 72 hours except for the

bearing water accumulators which have a more restrictive 24-hour restoration

time since .this component is relied upon to prevent circulator damage upon trip

with loss.of normal bearing water. A functional analysis of this specification

is provided in Section 4.4 of Ref. 3.

This specification is Judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5.2.2 Helium Circulator Auxiliaries -- CBCT below 760.

(Specification adapted from STS) Thisspecification requires an operable

train of auxiliaries for the helium circulator required to be operable per

Specification LCO 3.5.1.2. This equipment is the same as that for each single

train •:addressed in Specification LCO 3.5.2.1 except that the water turbine

automatic'start feature is not relied upoln below 30% of rated reactor power.

Loss of operability of any single component requires being in at least SHUTDOWN

within 12 hours.

This specification is Judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5,3 5team Genervators

3/4.5.3.1 Steam Generators -- CBCT above 760. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade and combination

of existing Specifications LCO 4.3.1 and SR 5.3.10 with SR 5.3.11 'and SR

.. 3.12. "l'h latter t',) existing surveillances relate to required inspections,

respectively, of bimetallic welds a::d of steam generator tube leaks; these

surveillaiices have been carried over into the upgrade.

The existing Specification LCO 4.3.1 required both the reheater

section and the econouini.:er- evaporator-superheater (EES) section of each* steam

generat.or to be operable during power operation for the purpose of removing

C.'i
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decay heat (FSAR Sections 4.3.4 and 14.4.); the current specification

interprets operable as being the capability of each steam generator section to

receive and dispell the flow of Safe Shutdown Cooling Water (that is,

,firewater) from the seismically and environmentally qualified sources (FSAR

Sections 4.2.4.3.3, 10.3.9, and 14.4.2.2). The specification requires the

operability of each steam generator section when the plant is operating above

5% of rated reactor power and otherwisewhen the Calculated Bulk Core

Temperature exceeds 760 0 F. With the provision of firewater after a 90-minute

delay in restoring forced circulation cooling of the reactor, either EES

section/is capable of removing decay heat without fuel damage (that is, safe

shutdown cooling) following equilibrium operation at or below 82% of rated

.reactor power. Under the same conditions, the reheater sections can be used

for safe' shutdown cooling following equilibrium operation at or below 39% of

rated reactor power. The reheaters are also relied upon for responding to

other transients as described in FSAR Sections 14.4 and 14.5.

The restoration time for one inoperable section is 72 hours

followed by 24 hours to be in at leas t SHUTDOWN; the restoration time for any

,two inoperable sections is one hour plus 24 hours to be in at least SHUTDOWN.

The. specification is judged to be acceptable.

.3/4.5.3.1 Steam Generators -- CBCT below 760. (Specification

• adapted from STS) This specification provides for the operability of one Safe

Shutdown Cooling System train by assuring the operability of one steam

generator section in the loop with an oper-ble helium circulator when the

Calculated Bulk Core Temperature is less than 760 0 F. The specification is

judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5.4 Emervencv Condensate :ind Emnerpencv Feedwater Hteaders

3/4,5.4,1 Emergency Condensate and Einergency Feedwater Headers

-- CBCT above 760. (Specification carryover from existing TS) This

.;spec ification is an upgrade of existing Specifications LCO 4.3.4 and SR 5.2.7.

The spedification requires both headers to be operable for operation above 5%

of rated reactor power and otherwise when.the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature
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exceeds 760°F. This assures redundancy in the seismically and environmentally

qualif~ied flow paths from the Safe Shutdown Cooling Water Supply System to the

helium circulator water turbine drives and, the steam generator sections for

effecting safe shutdown cooling (FSAR Sections 10.3.9 and 10.3.10). Above 30%

of rated reactor power, the emergency feedwater header is operating so that, in

combination with the auto-start feature of the water turbines, high pressure

feedwater drive (and therefore high speed drive) of the helium circulators can

be provided if steam drive is lost to the circulators.

This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.5.4.2 Emergency Condensate and Emergencv Feedwater Headers

-- CBCT below 760. (Specification adapted from STS) This specificatior

requires either the emergency condensate header or the emergency feedwater

header to be operable to provide a single equivalent train operable for safe

shutdown cooling when the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature is less than 760 0 F.

This specification is judged to be acceptable.-

3/4.5.5 Safe Shutdown Cooling Water Supply System. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specification upgrades and combines the Safe

Shutdown Cooling Water Supply functions covered in existing Specifications LCO

4.2.6, SR 5.2.10, and SR 5.2.24, but deletes the fire suppression requirements

of the first two existing specifications.', Fire suppression requirements are

included in upgraded Specification LCO/SR3/4.7.6.1, Spray and/or Sprinkler.

Sys tems. The portions of existing Specification SR 5.2.24 that relate to

equipment in other systems is also broken out into other upgraded

specifications as appropriate. The Safe Shutdown Cooling Water Supply System

is consLituted of the circulating water makeup ponds and the pumps'• valves, and

flowpaths from the ponds to the firewater supply header that can feed the

emergency condensate and emergency feedwater headers through diverse and

redund.ant flowpaths. The upgraded specification requires the operability of

two equivalent trains of Safe Shutdown Cooling Water Supply; the terminology

"equivalent trains" is used since there are redundant cross connections that

provide flexibility in constituting a single train. The cross connections are

single-failure proof (FSAR Section 10.3.10).
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.. For plant conditions above aCalculated Bulk Core Temperature of

7601F, if one component of the system is inoperable, the restoration time Is 72

hours. If more than one component is inoperable but if one equivalent operable

train exists, the restoration time for all components is 48 hours. The

existanceof no operable flowpath requires restoration of ate least one operable

flowpath within one hour. After any restoration time is expired without •I ,

required restoration, the reactor is to be in at least SHUTDOWN within 24

hours. For plant conditions below a Calculated Bulk Core Temperature of )60'F,

two trains are alsc required but 14 days is allowed for restoiation of di

inoperable train or the provision of a backup.

, The specification is judged t6 be acceptable.

3/4.6 PCRV and Confinement Systems

3/4.6.1 PCRV Pressurization

3/4.6.1.1 PCRV Safety Valves. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) This specification is an upg~ade of existing Specifications. LCO

4.2.7 and SR 5.2.1 except that existing"provisions for the PCRV penetration

c.'erpressure protection systems and the penetration minimum pressurization

requirements have been broken out into separate upgrade specifications. The

PCRV safety valves are an engineered safety feature described in FSAR Section

6.8.": The specification is applicable whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

and requires two operable pressure relief paths, either of which can relieve

PCRV overpressure prior to the PCRV reaching the safety limit reference

pressure 'of 845 psig.

Since the primary coolant is a single phase gas and not a two

pha's:e fluid, credible overpower and overheating transients are not expected to

lift the PCRV safety valves. For a water ingress event to challenge the

lifting of the safety valves, several levels of protection that are also

subject to TS would also have to fail as. described in FSAR Sections 4.3.6 and

6.8'. ":Thus, lifting of the safety valves is not expected.

This specification is judged to be acceptable.
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3/4.6.1.2 Ste'am Generator/Circulator Penetration Overpressure

Protection. (Specification carryover from existing TS) This specification is

an.upgrade of those portions of existing Specifications LCO 4.2.7 and SR 5.2.1

that relate to PCRV penetration overpressure protection in those PCRV

penetrations that have piping with high pressure and/or high energy fluids

passing through them: These penetrations include those for the steam

generators (FSAR Section 5.8.2.5.4) and the helium circulators (FSAR Section

5.8.2.5.5). The pressures of helium circulator bearing water, feedwater,

superheat steam, and reheat steam can exceed PCRV reference pressure during

normal operation., Leaks or partial ruptures of high pressure/high energy fluid

piping in the penetration interspace are accommodated by safety valves on the

penetrations to preclude overpressure challenges to the integrity of the PCRV

and of the seismically qualified penetration closures.' The specification is

judged to be acceptable.

3/4.6.1.3 Interspace Minirmum Pressurization. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade and,combination

of _that portion of existing Specification LCO 4.2.7 that relates to PCRV

penetration interspace minimum pressurization and of existing Specification

5.2.15. Penetration interspace pressurization is accomplished with clean

purified helium. The specification requires penetration interspace pressure to

be maintained higher than reactor coolant press'ure when PCRV pressure exceeds

1,00 psia.' An exception allowed by the specification is for the interspace

preslsure in steam generator penetrations with known leak paths from the

penetration interspace to reheat stu.•Ar For this exception, penetration •

interspace pressure is maintained just above cold reheat steam pressure to

minimize, the leakage of clean helium into the reheat steam (FSAR Section

5.8.2.5.4). In all other penetrations, interspace.pressure is held higher than

reactor pressure to assure purified helium leakage into the reactor, rather

than contaminated helium leakage out if the seismically qualified primary

closure were to leak. Potential contaminat:ed helium leakage into or through

the steam generator penetration interspaces would be detected by the PPS

radiation detectors on the reheat steam lines (LCO 3.3.1), the non-PPS monitors

on the interspaces (LCO 3.6.1.5), and the non-PPS monitor on the condensor air-

ejector (Environmental LCO 8. .. g.7).

14;
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, *This specification is Judged to: be acceptable.

3/4.6.1.4 PCRV Closure Leakage. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) This specification is an upgrade of existing Specification LCO

4.2.9 and related portions of Specifications SR 5.2.16.a and SR 5.2.16.b except

that surveillances of instrumentation without automatic actuation functions

have been deleted from the upgrade consistent with the W-STS definition of

OPERABLE as adapted for defining FSV equipment operability (Attachment 1 to

Ref. 30). This specification limits PCRV penetration interspace leakage of

purified helium to 400 lb/day except for qthe steam generator reheater header

leakage that is limited to 700 lb/day of purified helium. The 400 lb/day leak

rate equates to a 1145 lb/hr leak through the seismically qualified primary

closure with the PCRV at full 'pressure (688 psig) and the penetration

interspace depressurized (that is, an assumed total iailure of the seismically

qualified secondary closure with the penetration at the same pressure as the

. reactor building confinement). The resulting release in this low. probability

situation is reported to be on the same order as the maximum credible accident

(FSAR Section 14.8), which assumes a rupture in the worst location of the

helium purification train.

This specification is Judged to be acceptable. "

3/4.6.2 Reactor Plant Cooling Water/PCRV Liner Cooling System

3/4.6.2.1 Reactor Plant Cooling Water/PCRV Lin.r Cooling System

-- CBCT above 760. (Specification carryover from existing TS) This

specific.ation is an upgrade and combination of existing Specificati'ons LCO

4.2.13; LCO 4.2.14, SR 5.4.4, and SR 5.4.11. Consistent with the W-STS

definition of OPERABLE as adapted for FSV, the instrumentation surveillances in

the latter two existing specifications have been deleted from the upgraded

.specifications and will be addressed in the licensee's implementing procedures

for assuring system operability (Attachment I to Ref. 30). This is an

* acceptable simplification of the level of detail addressed in the TSUP

consistent with the W-STS treatment of instrumentation with no automatic

actuation functions.
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The upgraded specificat'ion, requires two operable trains of the

Reactor Plant Cooling Water (RPCW) and the PCRV Liner Cooling System (LCS)

including redundancy in the PCRV liner cooling tubes. Every otherPCRV liner

cooling tube is supplied by a different (redundant) train of the RPCW/PCRV LCS.

Only one train supplying half the total number of tubes on the PCRV liner is

required to assure primary coolant boundary and containment integrity during

the design basis accident of permanent loss of forced circulation cooling (FSAR

Section 14.10.3.1 and Appendices D.1.2 .1.5, D.2.2, and D.2.3). A detailed

functional analysis of the containment heat removal functions performed by the

RPCW/PCRV LCS and assured by the upgraded-TS is provided in Section.4.5 of Ref.

3. In addition, operability of the RPCW/PCR LCS is also conditional upon

acceptable cooling water temperature rise in locations on the PCRV that have

known hot spots.

During plant operation above 5% of rated reactor-power and

during other plant conditions with the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature

exceeding 760 0 F, both trains of the RPCW/pCRV LCS are to be operating with

specified tube redundancy being maintained. Loss of one train requires

restoration within 48 hours and being in at least SHUTDOWN within the following

12 hours, and loss of tube redundancy for reasons other than the inoperability

of a single train requires restoration.of tube redundancy within 24 hours plus

another 24 hours to be in SHUTDOWN if restoration is not accomplished. Loss of

operability in both trains requires immediate shutdown. Increase in known PGRV

liner hot' spot temperatures (FSAR Section 5.9.2.8) must be compensated for

within 7.*days or a corrective action report submitted to NRC within 14 days.

The known hot spots have significant margin to temperatures at which PCRV

concrete strength would be challenged ,(Attachment 2 to Ref. 1). The

specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4._6.2.2 Reactor Plant Cooling Water/PCRV Liner Cooling

.System CBCT below 760. (Specification adapted from STS) The provisions of

.. ,existing Specifications LCO 4.2.13 and LCO 4.2.14 required two operable and

•operating trains above 2% of rated reactor power. The upgraded specifications

are more comprehensive in providing for at least one operable and .operating

train whenever the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature is less than 760 0 F. The

h, 
,
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specification has liberal restoration times (that is, prior to reaching a

"Calculated Bulk Core Temperature of 76 0 0F) because of the very large., thermal

margins inherent in the reactor at temperatures below a core average

temperature of 760°F; however, elsewhere 3 1 .32 the NRC has indicated that

residual heat removal from the reactor should be actively accomplished and

available either by forced circulation cooling or through'the PCRV LCS under

cold core conditions as demarcatedI by the 760°F limit. Upgraded Specification

LCO 3.6.2.2 is the mechanism for assuring the continuation of an effective

residual heat removal function as well as the assurance of the containment heat

removal function during equivalent cold shutdown conditions at FSV. A detailed

functional analysis of this specification.is provided in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.5

of Ref. 3. This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.6.3 Reactor Plant Cooling Water/PCRV Liner Cooling System

Temperature. (Specification carryover from existing TS) This specification is

an upgrade and combination of existing Specifications LCO 4.2.15, SR 5.4.4,

and SR 5.4.5. Consistent with the W-STS definition of OPERABLE as adapted at

FSV, the instrumentation surveillances of the latter two existing,;

specifications have been deleted from the upgraded TS and placed under the

licensee's implementing procedures for assuring monitoring capability for the

monitored parameters (Attachment 1 to Ref. 30). The affected instrumentation

has no automatic actuation function. The specification assures that LCS water

and PCRV concrete temperatures are maintained within acceptable operating

limits (initial conditions) as specified .in FSAR Sections 5.7, 5.9, 5.12, and

9.7. This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.6.4 PCRV Integrity

3/4.6.4.1 Structural Integrity. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) This specification is an upgrade that involves adding an LCO and

combining existing Specifications SR 5.2.2, SR 5.2.3, SR 5.2.4, and SR 5.2.13

_,toladdress PCRV tendon and concrete integrity. PCRV tendon integrity

on meeting tendon load requirements (lift-off tests) and corrosion

limits on the tendon anchor assemblies including surrounding-concrete
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4degradation. The projected effects of tendon wire corrosion as evidenced by
failed.wires are compared against the:'actual test results for meeting tendon

load requirements using the remaining, available steel cross-sectional area when

failed tendon wires are accounted for as the basis for comparison. Evaluations

and reporting of results to the NRC are required annually. Structural

integrity of PCRV concrete (other than visual examination in the vicinity of

tendon anchor assemblies) is demonstrated through surveillance of deformations

and deflections, helium permeability tests on PCRV-installed test

configurations, crack mapping, and other periodic visual examinations for

evidence of deterioration. FSAR Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.12, and

5.13 provide detailed technical bases for the PCRV structutral integrity

determination. This specification is judged to be acceptable for assuring

PCRV, and therefore containment, structural integrity.

3/4.6.4.2 Liner. (Specification carryover from existing TS)

This specification is an upgrade that consists of adding an LCO and combining

existing Specifications SR 5.2.5 and SR 5.2.14 for surveillance of irradiation

and corrosion effects. FSAR Section 5.2, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.13 provide the

technical bases for the specification, limits. This specification is judged to

be acceptable. Evidence of the continued integrity of the liner insulation and

thermal barriers is assured by upgraded Specifications LCO 3.6.2 and LCO 3.6.3

that have been discussed above.

3/4.6.4.3 Penetrations. Wells,. and Isolation Valves:

(Specification carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade

that consists of adding an LCO and combining existing Specifications SR 5.2.28

with SR 5.2.16.a through SR 5.2.16.g and SR 5.2.24.h. Consistent with the W-

STS definition of OPERABLE as adapted for defining operability of FSV

equipment, surveillances on instrumentation, except for instrumentation used to
actuate an automatic isolation function, have been deleted from the upgraded TS

and are to be addressed in the implementing procedures (Attachment 1 to Ref.
"Aý;'30) This specification addresses (1) containment integrity as provided by the

stru-ctural and mechanical integrity 'of the PCRV penetrations and wells, and (2)

confinement integrity as provided by automatic isolation valves in the

• .4
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respective purified helium and cooling water supply lines to and discharge

lines from the penetrations, the PCRV LCS and the purification cooling water

system. Potential leaks paths through the PCRV via the purified helium or the

LCS cooling water lines could compromise confinement integrity in an accident

condition and are thus protected by automatic isolation valves. The bases for

the surveillances of the subject components are described in FSAR Sections 5.3,

5.8, 5.9, 5.12. 5.13, 9.4, and 9.7. The specifications are judged to be

acceptable.

3/4.7 Plant and Safe Shutdown Cooling Support Systems

3/4.7.1 Turbine Cycle

3/4.7.1.1 Boiler Feed Pumps. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) This specification is an upgrade and combination of existing

Specifications LCO 4.3.2 and SR 5.2.7. As with the existing TS, the upgraded

TS is based on maintaining redundant capability in the boiler feed pumps to

supply high pressure feedwater for helium circulator water turbine drive and

steam generator cooling in the event of a reactor depressurization accident

that could be accompanied by the simultaneous loss of reactor-generated steam.

A detailed functional analysis of the upgraded TS is provided in Sections 4.1

and 4.3.3.ilof Ref. 3, and the redundancy requirements for helium circulators on

feedwater drive are supported by the evaluation in Ref. 2.

During power operation above 33% of rated reactor power, both

steam-driven boiler feed pumps (33% capacity each) are normally in operation to

pr~ovide normal feedwater supply to the steam generators. Above 30% of rated

reactor power, one of the steam-driven feed pumps is used to maintain water

supply to and pressure in the emergency feedwater header. Upon loss. of steam

drive to the helium circulators during either one loop operation (FSAR

Sections'4.3.1 and 4.3.2) or a two loop trouble event (FSAR Section 7.1.2.4),

th.e einergency feedwater header is used to automatically supply the helium

circulator water turbine drives upon actuation of the automatic start function

that.is required to be active per upgraded Specification LCO 3.5.2.1. Above

65% of rated reactor power, the fixed-speed electric-motor-driven feed pump is
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placed, in operation. The turbine-driven boiler feed pumps are used for normal

startup and shutdown maneuvers because,of their speed control capability

whereas the motor-driven pump, is maintained in operable standby during such

maneuvers because its fixed-speed characteristics make it difficult to coiatrol

by use of the throttle valve and bypass throttle valve; however, the motor-

driven pump can be used to execute its important-to-safety function and this is

demonstrated periodically by surveillance. The electric power requirements for

the motor-driven pump exceed the capability of the on-site diesel generators.

Therefore, the motor-driven feed pump requires off-site power; whereas the two

turbine driven feedpumps can be operated using steam from the reactor or from

either the auxiliary boiler or the backup auxiliary boiler that are diesel-

fired.

For purposes of accommodating long-term cooling without fuel

damage following reactor shutdown in the depressurization accident, two helium

circulators are required to be operating within 60 minutes of a rapid

depressurization accident (RDA) as described in FSAR Sections 4.3.3 and

,14.11.2.2, and at least one helium circulator is assumed to operate

continuously in the case of the maximum expected depressurization rate (FSAR

Sections 4.3.3, 14.4.3.2 ICase C2]. and 14.8). In both cases of the rapid and

slow depressurization accidents, condensate is assumed to be available with or

without offsite power since the small (12 1/2% capacity) condensate pumps can

be powered off the emergency diesel generators. Part of the condensate can

also be routed to either section of either steam generators via the emergency

condensate header during a depressurization accident so that feedwater may be

supplied only to the cliculator drives if required. As discussed in Ref. 2, a

,slow depressurization accident may have the equivalent or nearly equivalent

effect as the RDA if the primary coolant leak from the PCRV actuates the Steam

Line Rupture Detection and Isolation System (SLRDIS) and the operators have to

expend time to restore primary and secondary coclant flow that is isolated by

SLRDIS. The actuation of SIRDIS precludes long-term adverse environmental

conditions within the reactor building due to rupture of high en.rgy fluid

,piping and thus contributes to the success path for restoring forced cooling in

the event that a reactor depressurization PCRV occurs due to a penetration

failure in which a high energy fluid line also fails. Ref. 2 also demonstrates
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that-the RDA following equilibrium operation at 82% of rated reactor power can

be aaccommodated with the operation of one train of the seismically and

environmentally qualified Safe Shutdown Cooling System with a 60-minute delay

in startup and leading to only about 1% of fuel damage in the worst case. As

discussed in Ref. 2, the offsite doses would be less than the 10CFR Part 100

guidelines for this case.

The upgraded TS requires that both the motor-driven feed pump

and one of the two steam turbine-driven feed pumps be operable to provide

diversity and redundancy or, if the motor-driven feed pump is inoperable, that

both steam turbine-driven feed pumps be operable to provide redundancy with one

of the auxiliary boilers operable to provide assured diversity in steam supply

within 60 minutes of the onset of a RDA (FSAR Section 14.11.2.2). To satisfy

requirements stemming from the recent environmental qualification of FSV per

1OCFR Part 50.49, the auxiliary boilers are no longer allowed to be'0perating

on intermittent firing (FSAR Sections 6.3 and 10.2.6) when reactor power

exceed-: u% of rated and the motor-driven feed pump is operating but not

classified as operable per this specification. Operability of the feed pumps

is' to be demonstrated at least once per refueling cycle by operation of two

helium circulators at 8000 rpm on feedwater supply through the emergency

feedwater header from each pump. The. specification is applicable whenever the

reactor is operating above 5% of rated reactor power and otherwise when the

Calculated Bulk Core Temperature exceeds 760 0 F. As discussed in Ref. 3, this

requirement is judged to be conservative for equilibrium operation below 35% of

rated reactor power because the PCRV LCS can accommodate the pressurized core

heatup event with little or no fuel damage (FSAR Appendix D.4).
This specification is Judged to be acceptable.

3/4.7.1.3 Pressure Relicf Valves. (Specification carryover

froin existing TS) This specification' is an upgrade of existing Specification

SR 5.3.3 to which has been added an LCO for those valves that are not used

n 'rmally I and are relied upon to accommodate anticipated transients as described

in,: the FSAR. Consistent with the W-STS, normally-used steam bypass valves

f(fSAR-'Sect ions 10.1.1, 10.1.3, 10.2.5.1, .And 10.2.5.3) have been deleted from

the specification, and the main steam power-operated pressure relief valves
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(FSAR Section 10.2.5.3) have also been deleted since these valves are not

relied upon in any FSAR accident analysis. The reý,eat steam power-operated

pressure, relief valves (FSAR Fig. re 10.1-1) that are addressed in the upgraded

TS are relied upon, to accommodate loss-of-offsite power transients as described

in FSAR Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2. The specification is judged to be

acceptable.

3/4.7.1.5 Safety Valves -- Oerating. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specification 3 0 is a clarifying upgrade, of

existing Specification SR 5.3.9 to which'has been added an LCO. Consistent

with the W-STS. surveillance requirements have been modified to reflect ASME

code requirements. A safety valve oneach steam generator superheater section

outlet is required to be operable for each operating boiler feed pump; so all

thre'e superheater safety valves must be operable when the three feed pumps are

in operation. The single low-pressure safety valve on each steam generator

.reheater section outlet is required tobe operable at any time that fission

heat is being generated. A restoration time of 72 hours is allowed for an

in operable valve. Power operation is allowed to continue at or below about 66%

of rated for an inoperable superheater safety valve and at or below about 33%.

for two inoperable ,.iperheater safety'valves on an operating steam generator.

A reheater safety valve, which has no redundancy, must be restored or the

reactor shut down. A brief functional analysis of this specification in

;I'p arison to W-STS requirements is provided in Section 4.8 of Ref.' 3. This

specific' tion is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.7.1.6 Safety Valves . Shutdown. (Specification carryover

from existitig TS) This specification30 is a clarifying upgrade of ex' ;tIng

Specdification SR 5.3.9 to which has been added an LCO. One operable safety
valve is required for each operating, section of the steam generator. A brief

functional analysis is provided in Section 4.8 of Ref. 3. The specification is

jui 'ded to be acceptable.

3/4.7.1,7 Condensate Pumnps. (Specification adapted from STS)

There are four condensate pumps at FSV.' Two are 60% capacity; two are 12 1/2%

I. ,•
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capacity. Only the small ptunps are addressed in the TS upgrade. The 1;irge

condensate pumps require electrical power from the main generator or olfsite

power and can only draw water from the condenser hot well. The small (12 1/2%

capacity) condensate pumps can be aligned .to obtain water from the colnenser

hot well, the two condensate storage tanks, the (helium circulator) turbine

water drain tank via the hot well, or the decay heat removal exchangei nnd can

provide flow directly.to either the main condensate line or the emerge,,cy

condensate header. The large pumps can also provide flow to the emergency

condensate header but through a more circuitous route than that of the small

ptnp!'. The small condensate pumps are an automatically sequenced essential

'load of the emergency diesel generators. The small condensate pumps are relied

upon during loss of offsite power with main turbine-generator trip to provide

either condensate flow and net positive suction head for at least one turbine-

driven boiler feed pump operating on reactor-generated steam (FSAR Sections

10.3.1, 14.3.6.5, and 14.4.2) or both, direct steam generator cooling and helium

circulatur water turbine drive via the'emergency condensate header (FSAR

•Sections10.3.2, 14.3.6.6, and 14.4.2.1 [Case BI]). Only one small condensate

pump is required to be operable above •5% power since the Safe Shutdown Cooling

System provides an environmentally and seismically qualified alternate success

path. Thie role of the condensate pumps is addressed functionally in Ref. 3.

The spedi.fication is judged to be acceptable.

,34.7.4 Service Water System

3/4.7.4.1 Service Water System Operating. (Specification

carryove'r from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade, combination, and
,I I. •1 " O e e
S .expnsion of existing Specifications LCO 4.2.4 and SR 5.2.24.e. The upgraded

TS addresses not only the redundant service water pumps that were covered in

th4L existing T".), but also the pump inlet supply flow pathsfrom the circulating,

water makeup system and the pump Outlet Supply flow paths to essential service

"•1,t&r users . The action statements also account for providing backup

:,;capzibilit~y truin 'he diverse and redundant seismically qualified firewater

* sy st. in All service water components that, are addressed in the existing . and

1pygz dtdd TS tor .the service water system are seismically qualified. Class I
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components. With the exception of certain nonseismically qualified safety-

related equipment (service water cooling tower fans and return pumps) that is

part, of the Alternate Cooling Method (ACM) and is surveilled per upgraded

Specification SR 4.8.4.e.2 and Table 4.8.4-2, the non-Class I portions of the

normal service water system are not addressed in the TS. When the reactor is

operating above! 5% of rated' reactor power or otherwise when the Calculated !3ulk

Core Temperature exceeds 7601F, two of the three service water pumps must: be

operable, and each flowpath must be operable or have a backup flow path

operable within 72 hours. A brief functional analysis is provided in Section

4.6.3 of Ref. 3. The functional analysis addresses the functions of:both the

Class I and non-Class I configurations of the service water system. The

specification is jadged to be acceptable.,

3/4.7.4.2 Service Water System - Shutdown. .Specification

adapted from STS) Although there is no equivalent specification in the W-STS

for service water under equivalent (cold)' shutdown conditions, the FSV service

water '"system is the Class I primary suc cess path for assuring PCRV cooling

during shutdown with firewater backup as the alternate Class I success path.

Also no'rmally, below 5%.fission power when the Calculated Bulk Core Temperature

is less than 760 0 F, service water is the heat sink for residual heat removal

through the PCRV LCS. One pump with operable flow paths is required to be

operable. ' The specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.7.5 Primary Coolant Delressurization. (Specification carryover

from exi sting TS) This specification is' an upgrade and expansion of existing

Specifications LCO 4.2.12, LCO 4.2.18, and SR 5. 2 .24.g. The specification

requires that two operable flow paths for reactor depressurization and primary

coolant filtration be available through thle Helium Pirification Sys" tem (HPS) to

accommodate the permanent loss of forced cooling accident (FSAR Sections

9.4.3. 3 .2 .6.6, 9.7.3.4, and 14.102 and Appendix D.1). The liPS, normally

operates to maintain (1) primary coolant radioactivity within the limits of

upgraded Specification LCO 3.4.2 and (2) primary coolant impurities within the

limits ofý upgraded Specifications LCO 3.4.3 or LCO 3.4.4. During the loss of

for'ced, .ooling accident, the HPS also provides for a filtered depressurization
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within the time allowed and under the, conditions specified in upgrade

Spec-ifications LCO 3.2.4 and upgraded. LCO 3.4.1. The filtered

depressurization mitigates the dose consequences of the permanent loss of

forced cooling accident (FSAR Section 14.10 and Appendix D) by (1) removing

circulating activity that existed in the primary coolant before the accident,

(2) eliminating the pressure differential that could drive released fission

products out of the PCRV if a leak developed in the pressurized PCRV after core

heatup and fuel damage had occurred as a result of the accident, and (3)

eliminating convective heat transfer as a source of potentially excessive and

,damaging heat loads on the upper PCRV.thermal barrier and liner during the core

heatup event. The upgraded specification provides for two operable trains of

the HPS whenever the core is generating fission heat or otherwise when the

Calculated Bulk Core Temperature exceeds 760 0 F. This is conservative for

accidents initiated below an equilibrium power level of 35% of rated reactor

power because recent analysis (FSAR Appendix D.4) has shown that very little

fuel damage occurs for the permanent loss of forced cooling under this

condition even if the PCRV remains pressurized. The specification is judged to

be acceptable.

3/4.7.6 Fire Suppression Systems

3/4.7.6.1 Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems. (Specification

carryover from existing TS) This specification is an upgrade of existing

Specifications LCO 4.10.5 and SR 5.10.6 and includes an updated complete

jlisting of areas serviced by the spray/sprinkler systems consistent with FSAR

Section 9.12 (Revision 5). Operability requirements have been expanded to

apply at all times instead of merely dur'ing power operation as provided in the

existing TS. The upgraded TS does not require special reports as an action as

.provided In W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.7.11.2 for isprinkler/spray component

inoperabilities, but i conttinuous fire watch with backup equipment is required

for sprinkler/spray i noperabilities in arteas containing safety- related

* '"iuipment. If an ev'aluation determi-nes .that no safety-related equipment is

""f~f'ected by the inoperability, no fire witch is required. If redundant

equipment is not also attected based on evaluation, an hourly fire watch is

!
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p Permitted. W-STS requirements have been adapted' for the upgraded

surveillances. The assurance of firewater supply to the spray/sprinkler system

is addressed in upgraded Specification LCO 3.5.5, Safe Shutdown Cooling Water

Supply System, because of the redundant roles of firewater as the Class I

source for emergency forced circulation cooling of the reactor, for PCRV

(containment) heat removal and for backup service water for cooling of

essential equipment such as the emergency diesel generators. This

specification is judged.to be acceptable.

3/4.7.7 Fire Rated Barriers. (Specification carryover from existing

TS) This specification is an upgrade.of existing Specifications tCO 4.10.4 and

SR 5.10.4 to more closely resemble W-STS LCO/SR 3/4.7.12, Fire Rated

Assemblies'. The upgraded TS clarifies applicability at all times.' Unlike the

W-STS equivalent, no special reporting is required as an action. Loss of

integrity'in a fire barrier requires either establishing a continuous fire

watch or-`vrlr.fying the operability of locpal fire detectors, both of which

actions are equivalent to the W-STS. At FSV, an alternative is that an

evaluation and determination can be made that the affected equipment separated

by the barrier is not required to be operable. The surveillance, although

reformatted, has been adapted from and is equivalent to that of the W-STS.

This specification is judged to be acceptable.

3/4.10 Special Test Exception

3/4,10.1 Xenon Stability. Specification carryover from existing

TS). "The. specification is an upgrade for the recently approved (License

Amendment No. 47) existing Specification LCO 4.9.3. The engineering evaluation

performed prior to xenon stability testing is to be reviewed and approved by

the NFSC under upgraded Specification AC 6.5.2..9.d. Results of previous

analysis-and tests are sunmarized in FSAR Sections 3.5.4.4, 13.4.2.10, and

13.4.2.11' Although the B-series startup test procedures have not-been

sui•Uiitted for NRC review, given the NFSC oversight responsibilities, the

upgraded specification is judged to be a'cceptable.
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5. DESIGN FEATURES

5.3 Reactor Core

5.3.4 Reload Segment Design. (Specification carryover from

existing TS) The specification is an upgrade that adapts into the W-STS design

features format much of the information that was formally contained in the

basis summary statement of existing Specification LCO 4.1.3. Existing

Specification LCO 4.1.3, Rod Sequence., has been suspended during recent

operation under the Interim Specifications for Reactivity Control Systems;

however, the Interim Specifications did not address the analysis and evaluation

performed outside the scope of the specification to establish an acceptable

control rod pair withdrawal sequence.' Specification DF 5.3.4 of the FSV

upgraded TS reiterates the acceptance, criteria for the control rod pair

withdrawal sequence as formerly given in the cited basis summary statement from

the existing TS and adds the general requirements for new fuel and burnable

poison loadings that were not specifically addressed in the existing TS but are

provided in FSAR Sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.6.

In the proposed upgraded TS for FSV, the cycle-dependent control

rod withdrawal sequence (which is hard-wired and checked before reload cycle

startup), the reload segment fuel loading and distribution and the reload

segment burnable poison loading and distribution are broadly defined to be

.among "those features of the facility such as materials of construction and

geometric arrangements, which, if altered or modified, would have a significant

effect on/safety" as used to define design features per 1OCFR Part 50.36(c)(4).

Under the provisions of 10CFR Part 50.59, review, audit, and approval of the

reload segment nuclear performance characteristics against the acceptance

criteria' and requirements for the reload segment design feature have been

vested in the NFSC per the provisions of upgraded Specifications AC 6.5.2.8.a,

AC 6.5.2.8.f, AC 6.5.2.9.a, AC 6.5.2.9.b, AC 6.5.2.9.d, AC 6.5.2.10.a, AC

6.5.2 .10.:c, and AC 6.5.2.10.d. Records of the NFSC review, audit, and approval

process -.ire maintained for NRC inspection per upgraded Specification AC

I , 2. 12" -

As indicated above, the reload segment design section is new to
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the Design Features section, and the format has been adapted I rom the W-STS DF

5.'3.1: It identifies acceptance criteria for rod pair reactivity worths,

shutdown margin, and power peaking limits such that reload configurations are

designed to be compatible with existing FSAR safety analysis. The only

relation to W-STS DF 5.3.1 is that both relate to reload fuel; otherwise, the

FSV TSUP information is unique to FSV. The power peaking information presented

is somewhat analogous to the information required on Fxy in W-STS AC 6.9.1.6,

Radial Peaking Factor Limits Report.. However, the FSV fuel damage limits have

only been related to the gross peaking factors of Region Peaking Factor, Axial

Peaking Factor (actually top and bottom zone peaking, see FSAR Section

3.5.1.2), and Intra-Region Peaking Factor rather than the more detailed Fxy

specifications on core region outlet temperature, in upgraded Specification

3/4.2.4, and power-to-flow ratio limits, in upgraded Specification 3/4.2.6.

These gross peakng factor design limits'are as stated to ensure the validity

of power 'p,. ing assumptions in the safety analysis of FSAR Sections 3.2.3.1,

3.5.4.1, 3.5.4.2, 3.5.4.3, 3.6.4.6, and 3.6.4.7. Controlling on the more

global, pwer distribution limits and region outlet temperatures, and power-to-

flow ratio limits has been possible beca'use of the large margin between the

nominal maximum fuel temperature of 2372°F and that of the 2900°F which must be

expeý-ienced for long periods before the onset of rapid deteriora.tion of the

fuel particle fission product barrier (FSAR Section 3.2.3.3).

Given the NFSC oversight re sponsibility discussed above, the

specification is judged to be acceptable.,

4. 'CONCLUSIONS

As discussed in detail in Section.3.0 of this TER with regard to each

specification that has been reviewed by ORN.L, the upgraded TS have been found

to be technically acceptable. A summary of the major findings of the

int-graited reviews by INEL and ORNL is being written by INEL.
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Awendi nx A

Scope and Guidelines fo.r the Fort St. Vrain (FSV)
Technical Specification Upgrade Program (TSUP)

I. Commitments by Public Service Company of Colorado (PSC) plus clarifying
comments in brackets..

P-1 Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) will be revised to identify
the applicable operating modes, limiting, condition and action
statement defining remedial actions to be taken if the limiting
condition is exceeded.

P'-2 A11 applicable operating modes'will be clearly identified for each
LCO.

P-3 Limiting conditions and action statements will agree with Final Safety
7 Analysis Report (FSAR) accident and safety analyses. [However, for

purposes ofthe .TSUP, the interpretation has been made that licensing
bases will not be required to'beadded to the UFSAR at this time for
those Technical Specificatio§s.that lack suchdocumentation: See
I. 10CFR Parts 50.34(a)(5) and (0),. 50.36(b), and 50.71(e).] .

1 -4 LCOs will cross reference the applicable Surveillance Requirement (SR)
and SRs will cross reference the applicable LCO. All LCOs will have
a.sociated with them one or mre SRs and all .SRs will have associated
with them one or more LCOs . F '

ý '-5 Surveillances will be specitfied s necessary and sufficie+nt to verify
c.i , .(, ,tance with the assoc i at d.: LCO(s)

P6 'SRs will describe the associated acceptance criteria.

/PA-Z h"T1hnical Specification states?"Pnts will be unambiguous with a singular
'i nterpretation. On. F

I 8 '-T. irinology used in the Tecnli"al Specifications will be clearly
" ' dl i nd..

I'-9 Technical Specifications will, be srmplitiled if possible,

IP-0 I.W) fornat. will be revised to y ncluide thet lCx tlmher and title,
, ipi i ici I itV statement * ,:t IQLU l ,. 1i+." - t ion statem (ent 0 , and crosS
it, . .Tl,.' 1(4rt+• ', i5 I .' o( ) 4",4av I.; ;ICtIA.: liv m hered more

-l,, , ; Iv t, • i a I of+ t hT' S ;t td.1 ' (a. n d alni c a I S i it fn t .To implied

bs 1. iF c;, pe i tet,:n. ] ,

11 I ',-C nical Sf,,cif ictions will .le 'vivwd nd e:.xp;inded as i't n c-ssary to.
,;u accuracy; coin,,le vesisds consisten ,cy wih existing' design

andu .nafv.tv anagll'..si: d,'ctum:,.nuh"iot+. [15=,,w• ,' w. po " rIlpos,.s o~f the

, I" . , t c ;, l ii t , o h .. t,. t o h i , Q "1 , a' d , zh i; s i ma, I ort '1,(,> ' "'cj i c t I

Sp,,,i I iam t i A, s II t ., ];•' ". 1 N k . ut,;,i. t at i on, Svc I C "R 0. V- t
W 41 n ,,'t )(4.) antd th'), " i(h.• , .; •,jind ) 10 , .1.v ] "



P-12 The Technical Specifications. ill account for and utilize existing
plant equipment and safety siystems. [This includes equipment changes
made during the TSUP reviews,-such as the 6-Kinch vent lines, installed
on the main steam lines to meet. Environmental Qualification
requirements.)

P-l3 The initial draft of the upgraded Technical Specifications will be
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by April 1, 1985.
[Completed.)

Pý14 A schedule for the Technical, Specification Upgrade Program.will be
submitted to the NRC for information by December 14, 1984.
[Completed.

ii NRC

N-2

N-3.

Changes and Clarifications Rga r ding the FSV TSUP Scope.

"ANSI/ANS Standard 58.4 (1979,Edition), Criteria for Technical
Specifications for Nuclear Poe.re Station, will be used for guidance
regarding the content of the)Technical Specifications.

ýThe bases for the Technical S pecifications will be included in the
Iupgrade effort. [However, for purposes of the TSUP, this has been
:.interpreted by NRC to refcr ikestrictively to the "summary statement
ý"of the bases or reasons for such. specifications" per 1OCFR Part

50.36(a) but not to the FSAR-"anýlyses and evaluations" from which
the Technical Specifications':ýre to be derived per 10CFR Parts

!"50.34(a)(5) and (b), 50.36(b)-', and 50.71(e)). .4

.,,The Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse pressurized
'water reactors (PWRs) will b us'ed as guidance, where applicable, in
:performning the upgrade. 7.J.

4 I
I

N-4 .A thorough review of the FSV,-FSAR and other relevant design
. .... :'idocumemtiation will be done to. ensure the Technical Specifications are

,,cornmplete and., correct. ["Cor.rectness" of the Technical Specifications
was interpreted by NRC not t:mean that the FSV UFSAR had to be

updated at .this time to support the carryover provisions' of existing
Specification that lack a forma lly documented licensing basis. See

4,OC-R 1arts C0. 3 4 (a) (5) and, () 50.36(b), and 50.71(e).]

.N-5 Op- ram, e::pe ince to date. will b considered and factored into the

N-6 The nmt v d f o, a(lit:ional instrumtentation or other hardware to ensure

......o .•pli ce wi t. t; he uppraded 'I' hnical Specif ications will.' be
'rm ; r.. d on• - /. • .

4 4

* .~ ~ mil'," }lr.ir',4,tI-e cm;.,g t. amia'vi i eal f fort, or developmental 'work, which
w may hte pi s, hby W', " I; " (:i:lt (.f tOle upgrade effort, will w i e

I; t(IdkI I c!d 1, o : comnp I ,. i oi at. ': 1 at da te if it califlott be (.don(e iy Jul v

'4;'::, , - ..

4, 4+. :
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JI!!., PSC Guidelines for Use of the SitAndard Technical Specifications (STS).

G

G -

G -

GI-6

4 1
W:i:.4

5

i Plant modifications and backf~its .would not be undertaken to permit, the
adoption of any Standard Technical Specification requirement.

It is outside the scope of the Fort St. Vramn Technical Specification
Upgrade Program to utilize or"-consider any Standard Technical
Specification requirement which opens the licensing basis of the Fort
St. Vrain plant for further justification or analysis.

Significant, research and deve~lopment efforts or analytical
investigations would not be undertaken to determine how to utilize,
or whether or not a Standard. Technical Specification requirement can
be utilized at Fort St. Vrain., Questionable Standard Technical

K Specifications requiring such;"efforts and investigations.would not be
utilized or given further consideration.

* The numbering system of the St'andard Technical Specifications and the
Standard Technical Specification format, whereby each LCO is
juxtaposed to its associated SR ý:.would not be utilized for'the Fort
St. Vrain Technical Specification Upgrade Program. [Withdrawn, or at
least not adhered to:']

The Fort St. Vrain Technical lS pecification Upgrade Progrpm will adopt
relevant Standard Technical Specification definitions where the
definitions are consistent with existing plant features and the
licensing basis of the Fort St' Vramn plant, i.e., FSAR terminology
* and analyses. !., ,* ' ' .

The Fort St. Vramn Technical Specification Upgrade Program will adopt
relevant Standard Technical SpJecification requirements, including

. limiting conditions for opera'tion, surveillance requirements, and
surveillance frequencies, which are consistent with existing plant
features and the licensing bas•is of the Fort St. Vrain plant as
embodied in the FSAR.

Each Fort St. Vrain Upgraded Technical Specification requirement need
only be supported and justifiLed relative to the licensing basis of the

i. Fort St. Vrain plant as embodied in the FSAR, and justification would
rnot be required regarding thý,.Stndard Technical Specification
.tratment of the same or simi.lar requirements for light water rpactor

,''A
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